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Executive Summary
In order to foster Vancouver’s market for salvaged materials, secondary and qualitative
research were conducted to provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy with an
in-depth understanding of the current market and the potential it has to grow over the next
two years. This research was used to develop a two-year marketing campaign that the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan can implement to educate consumers on salvaged
materials and change consumer preference to increase the uptake of salvaged materials in the
local market.
With the recent increase in awareness regarding the environment and sustainability, partnered
with a record-breaking number of building projects underway within the Lower Mainland, it is a
key time for the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to implement strategies and
tactics to grow the local market for salvaged materials. Educating consumers on various aspects
of the salvaged materials market, such as the direct sources for these materials, which
materials can be salvaged, and the applications salvaged materials can be used in will help the
City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan organically grow the market. Changing consumer
preference for salvaged materials through messages that provoke emotion, will allow the City
of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to increase demand of salvaged materials starting
with consumers, which will be followed with an increase in uptake from companies in various
industries such as architecture and design, building, and food and service.
Increasing consumer awareness of the benefits related to salvaged materials is another key
aspect of increasing the uptake for this market. These benefits, primarily focused on salvaged
wood, consist of quality and durability, sustainability, unique aesthetic, and the depth of supply,
and are advantageous to consumers and companies.
Through interviews conducted with professionals involved in industries such as architecture
and design, and building, and students in programs related to the salvaged materials market,
valuable insights were found that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy can analyze
to gain a thorough understanding of the current market for salvaged materials. These
interviews provided information on the factors holding back the growth of the market and
salvaged materials with potential for high local demand, along with recommendations for
efforts the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan can implement to grow, promote, and
increase demand in Vancouver’s salvaged materials market.
It was found that many of the industry professionals suggested the City of Vancouver’s
Greenest City Action Plan should intervene in the local salvaged materials market, by educating
consumers about salvaged materials to change consumer preference, creating mandates that
require the use of salvaged materials in building and design, and creating more certifications
such as LEED, that recognize companies for incorporating salvaged materials into their projects.
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The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will implement its two-year Reclaim
Vancouver marketing campaign from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021. Reclaim
Vancouver will target homeowners and other individuals who purchase home fixtures, home
décor, and furniture, between the ages of 25 to 65. This campaign has two primary objectives it
will target to increase the uptake of salvaged materials in Vancouver. The first objective is to
grow the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
platforms by 5000, 2000, and 500 followers, respectively, from January 1, 2020 to December
31, 2021. The second objective is to grow the click through rate from the City of Vancouver’s
Greenest City Action Plan social media accounts to its salvaged wood and materials webpage,
by 0.5 percent, from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
The messages in Reclaim Vancouver will be communicated through a variety of marketing
promotions such as public relations, earned media, and digital and direct marketing, to ensure
all age groups within the target market are reached. Reclaim Vancouver’s promotional
messages will focus on two main themes; educating consumers through informational
messages on salvaged materials and the variety of benefits associated with using them and
changing consumer preference through emotional messages that emphasize the need to
increase the uptake of salvaged materials.
Through analyzing the current users and applications of salvaged materials, materials with
potential for high local demand, and market growth barriers and recommendations, the City of
Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy will gain an in-depth understanding of the current
salvaged materials market within Vancouver. Utilizing this information to help guide the
marketing recommendations in the Reclaim Vancouver campaign will allow the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action plan to grow, promote, and increase demand within
Vancouver’s salvaged materials market, and in turn, increase the sustainability of Vancouver.

Research Objective
To provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy with an in-depth understanding of
the salvaged materials market, research has been conducted to identify the current users,
trends, and application within the market, as well as the materials with the highest potential for
local demand, previous entries, and factors holding back the growth of the market. Based on
this research, a communication plan that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy can
use to grow the salvaged materials market was developed.
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Project Research Design
Secondary Research
Secondary research was conducted to provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy with an overview of the salvaged materials market. The objective of this research was
to provide information on variety of topics such as the most commonly salvaged materials and
their direct sources, market trends, users and application, and previous market entries. The
secondary research is organized in the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Overview
Direct Sources
Commonly Salvaged Materials
Market Trends
Current Users and Application
Previous Market Entries

Methodology
To gather information on the salvaged materials market, a variety of sources were used such as,
salvaged material company websites, government websites, online databases, and industry
articles and magazines.

Qualitative Research
Qualitative research was conducted to provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy with in-depth insights on the local salvaged materials market. The objective of this
research was to gain a further understanding of factors holding back market growth, materials
with potential for high local demand, and how to grow and promote the market. The qualitative
research is organized in the following topics:
•
•
•
•

Market Overview & Trends
Market Growth Barriers
High Local Demand Materials
Market Growth Recommendations

Methodology
Information from industry professionals and post-secondary students was collected through
one-on-one in-depth interviews. The interviewees were selected based on their experience
working with salvaged materials or their potential to use salvaged materials, please refer to
Appendix A for a profile of each interviewee. Interviews were conducted in-person and over the
phone, with a duration of 15-45 minutes.
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Secondary Research Analysis
Introduction
Secondary research was conducted to provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy with an in-depth understanding of the salvaged materials market, commonly salvaged
materials and their direct sources, trends, users and application, and previous market entries by
cities, states, and countries around the world.

Market & Industry Overview
Global
The global market for reclaimed lumber was valued at USD 11.22 billion in 2017, and is
expected to reach USD 16.09 billion by 2025, with a forecasted CAGR of 4.6 percent from 2019
to 2025. This can be attributed to several factors, including a global increase in awareness
regarding the environment, a consistent decrease in quality of new wood, the high durability
and strength of salvaged wood, and growth in demand for recycled wood furniture due to low
cost. Additionally, rising profit margins and an increase in overall market demand, partnered
with government mandates and the increasing cost of landfill space to reduce waste are other
factors that have helped to impel the industry growth. Lastly, market-entry for the salvaged
wood industry is not capital intensive, which is predicted to increase competition from
emerging companies, and in turn, increase demand for these materials (Industry Analysis,
2019).
In 2017, flooring accounted for 25.5 percent of the total market volume, with furniture, and
paneling and siding emerging as the second, and third-largest segments by application. Beams
and boards, and a variety of other applications accounted for the remainder of the total global
market volume (Industry Analysis, 2019).

Figure 1: U.S. reclaimed lumber market size, by application, 2014 - 2025 (USD Million)
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Over the forecasted time period from 2019 to 2025, the commercial sector is anticipated to be
the fastest-growing segment due to preference for unique designs and a rustic look with
products such as flooring, tables, wall coverings, and light fixtures, in large part due to the
demand from the HORECA sector (Food and Service Industry). The residential sector is also
expected to drive demand, using salvaged wood for a number of applications such as framing,
paneling, cabinets, and flooring. The industrial sectors growth is anticipated to be moderate, as
this segment only accounted for 10 percent of the 2017 market revenue, using reclaimed wood
for applications such as custom doors, windows and roof trusses (Industry Analysis, 2019).

Figure 2: U.S. reclaimed lumber market share, by end use, 2017 (%)

North America
Within the global market, the North American reclaimed wood industry is highly concentrated.
This is due to the increase in popularity of green building materials, and positive developments
in green building code. This regional segment is expected to make up USD 8.97 billion of the
forecasted 2025 global market value of USD 16.09 billion. Companies in the industry attempt to
increase market share through offering a wide selection of materials, accelerated time to
market, and price differentiation. These firms often use multiple supply sources, due to the
inconsistent availability of materials that may be found with a single source (Industry Analysis,
2019).
Despite the impressive projection of the market’s growth over the next six years, the U.S.
government’s 20% tariff on imports of softwood lumber as of April 2017, including salvaged
lumber from Canada, is expected to limit the industry growth. Moreover, additional processing
and high labour costs related to the deconstruction of wood have led to an increase in the price
of reclaimed wood, which has the potential to hinder industry growth. Lack of a cost-effective
grading system for reclaimed wood and market development for recycled materials are
additional growth barriers within the North American region (Industry Analysis, 2019).
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Vancouver & Lower Mainland
In the last few years, the City of Vancouver has adopted various bylaws to help increase the
waste diversion of demolished homes and increase the supply of salvaged materials within the
local market. In Vancouver alone, roughly 1000 homes are demolished every year (Howell,
Almost 1,000 per year slated for demolition in Vancouver, 2016), with one of every four houses
sold being demolished (O'Brien, 1 in 4 Vancouver houses sold will be demolished, 2018). These
home demolitions coupled with building demolitions accounted for roughly 40 percent of
Vancouver’s waste, until the Green Demolition bylaw was passed in 2014, helping to mitigate
this issue. This bylaw covers the roughly 20,000 homes built before 1940, capturing around 40
percent of home demolitions each year, which is approximately 275 homes. This rule requires
75 percent of the materials from these demolitions to be recycled or salvaged, diverting about
10,000 tonnes of waste from landfills each year (Shore, 2019).
A new City of Vancouver bylaw that came into place January 1, 2019, now includes homes built
pre-1950 for the 75 percent material diversion requirement. This bylaw also set a new standard
for demolitions of homes built pre-1910 and heritage-listed homes, requiring roughly 50
percent of the wood to be salvaged. This new bylaw will increase the amount of home
demolitions captured to roughly 70 percent, which is forecasted to increase the amount of
diverted materials from landfills to 18,000 tonnes per year, just under 15 percent of the city’s
total waste per year (Shore, 2019).
Various cities surrounding Vancouver have also implemented bylaws to help divert waste and
increase the local supply of salvaged materials. The City of Surrey requires 70 percent of
materials recovered from all home demolitions to be recycled or salvaged, collecting a $5,000
deposit which is refunded based on a sliding scale of how successful the material diversion is.
Other municipalities in the Lower Mainland who have adopted similar rules include, Richmond,
New Westminster, and Port Moody. Despite these bylaws helping to divert a significant amount
of waste from landfills and increase the supply of salvaged materials within the market, the
majority of demolition materials are still recycled and not reused in their initial form. Only a
very small amount of the wood recovered is being utilized for decorative purposes, although it
can be recycled and used for a secondary purpose in applications to create energy, such as
being burned for fuel in waste-to-energy systems (Shore, 2019).
In 2017, it was estimated that the Metro Vancouver region salvaged and reused roughly 82,000
tonnes of materials in their original form. Some of these materials consisted of 28,700 tonnes
of clothing, 2,500 tonnes of furniture and office equipment, and 5,400 tonnes of building
materials. In the same region, concrete was the most recycled material, with over 732,000
tonnes diverted from landfills. Yard and food waste were the second most recycled material,
with fibre, wood and asphalt ranking third, fourth, and fifth, taking the total weight of these
five materials to over 1.3 million tonnes (Saltman, 2019). Although the volume of materials
recycled outweighs the amounts salvaged by a wide margin, these statistics provide valuable
insights on the materials that have high potential to grow the local salvaged materials industry,
if companies, organizations, and consumers can find more ways to salvage them.
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Among the various materials found on Lower Mainland deconstruction sites, several have the
potential to be salvaged, with some of the most common materials including wood, concrete
and brick, asphalt shingles, steel, glass and windows, drywall, and various metals. Salvaged
wood can be used in a variety of applications such as flooring, paneling, siding, and various
furniture. The salvaged wood from the framing and shiplap of pre-1910 homes are full of rock
hard old-growth fir, which is popular among industry professionals working on high-end
remodelling and furniture building due to its durability. The concrete and brick found on these
sites can be salvaged for applications such as road-building or used in place of gravel in
construction. Roughly half of salvaged asphalt shingles can be used for paving, with the other
half typically going to landfills due to metal and plastic contamination. Even old wallboard can
be salvaged to make new drywall sheets, while copper, steel and other metals can be reused
for various applications such as building roads, train tracks, vehicles and home furnishing
(Shore, 2019).
Higher Education Programs
Within the Lower Mainland, there are various post-secondary schools playing a role in
educating students on sustainable building and design, which often incorporates the use of
salvaged materials. Some of these schools include:
•

Emily-Carr Center for Design Innovation & Entrepreneurship: A known global leader for
providing education on wood-based construction.

•

Kwantlen Polytechnic University Wilson School of Design: Offering courses focused on
sustainable interior design.

•

University of British Columbia Center for Advanced Wood Processing: Providing
education and training within the wood products and manufacturing industry.

•

University of British Columbia: Clean Energy Research Centre and Centre for Interactive
Research on Sustainability.

•

British Columbia Institute of Technology: Architectural and Building Technology
Program.

Direct Sources
There are various sources where companies and consumers can find raw salvaged materials,
including post-consumer, post-industrial, orchard reclaimed, forest floor reclaimed, and water
reclaimed (Terra Mai Sourcing, 2019). Throughout the various sources, post-industrial and postconsumer are the two most common methods used to collect salvaged materials. Using these
two methods, materials are collected primarily from deconstruction, demolition, and
construction sites.
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Deconstruction & Demolition Sites
Throughout deconstruction and demolition sites, a wide variety of materials and products can
be salvaged. Deconstruction sites provide a much larger selection of reclaimed materials due to
the process used to take down the building or home, as many of the materials recovered are
reused in the original condition they are found in. The various salvaged products and materials
found on these sites include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wood
o Flooring, siding, paneling, beams, doors, stairs, truss joists, weatherboards,
treated and untreated timber/posts, and joinery
Various steel
o Reinforcing steel - rebar, structural steel, steel roofing - flashings and spouting
Thermal insulation
o Fibreglass, wool and polyester, and polystyrene sheets
Metals
o Zinc roofing, interior metal and wall studs, cast iron, aluminum, copper including
flashing, spouting, claddings and pipework, lead, and plumbing fixtures
Plastics
o High density polyethylene water pipes, PVC, and polystyrene - resin codes 1-6
Plumbing fixtures
o baths, sinks, toilets, taps, service equipment, hot water heaters
Electrical fitting
o Light fittings, switches, and thermostats
Linings and finishing’s
o Architraves, skirtings, wood panelling, specialty wood fittings, and joinery
Glass and window frames
o Aluminium window frames, steel window frames, sealed glass units, unframed
glass mirrors, and skylights
Clay and concrete roof tiles
Asphalt shingles
Drywall
Terracotta tiles
Electrical wiring
Carpet and carpet tiles
Metal spouting (Level, 2018).
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Construction Sites
Throughout construction sites, there are often various materials left as scraps that were not
utilized on projects, that have the potential to be salvaged. Some of the salvaged materials
found on these sites include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wood
Metals
Steel
Plastic (grades 1 and 2)
Paper
Cardboard
Concrete
Topsoil
Paint (Level, 2018).

Commonly Salvaged Materials
Throughout the vast number of salvaged materials mentioned above, there are a number of
key materials that industry professionals and companies commonly look for due to the depth of
supply, and demand in the industry for their reuse.
Wood
Wood is commonly salvaged due to its durability, sustainability, aesthetic, depth of supply, and
the potential for reduced costs in comparison to souring virgin wood. When wood is reclaimed,
is typically dried, milled, and finished with stain or oil to prepare the wood for its end
application (Demaria, 2018). This material is used for a variety of applications which are further
detailed in the current users and application section of the report.
Asphalt Shingles
Salvaged asphalt shingles are popular among companies in the construction industry due to
their ability to withstand many lifetimes. Asphalt shingles are often reused for secondary
purposes such as paving and patching pot holes (Edler, 2014).
Steel
Steel is frequently salvaged because of its structural strength, and ability to withstand many
lifetimes in applications such as manufacturing appliances and furniture, and constructing
buildings, bridges, and cars (Edler, 2014). Salvaged steel scrap steel is also frequently used to
manufacture new steel. To cite one example, each year in North America, steelmaking furnaces
consume around 70 million tons of domestic steel scrap use for the production of new steel.
Utilizing this salvaged material has given companies manufacturing steel an effective way to
conserve energy, reduces green-house emissions, and reduces the amount of raw materials and
natural resources used in manufacturing (American Iron and Steel Institute, 2019).
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Drywall
Drywall is frequently salvaged to recover gypsum, which is the material found between the two
bordering paper sheets. Gypsum can be used for many applications such as patching walls,
creating concrete, and for its initial purpose, to create new drywall (Edler, 2014).
Glass
Glass is a popular salvaged material because it can be reused multiple times without losing
quality. In the construction industry, salvaged glass windows are most commonly used for their
initial purpose or recycled and used to manufacture products such as packaging boxes and
bottles (Edler, 2014).
Bricks
Bricks are frequently salvaged and utilized to create items such as brick facades, elegant
retaining walls, and outdoor walk-ways. They have become a popular building material in
recent years due to their durability and the unique aesthetic they provide to a home (Historical
Bricks, 2017).
Metals
Various metals are frequently salvaged materials, as they provide versatile design, and can hold
their structure for multiple lifetimes. Metals such as aluminum, brass, copper, and iron are
often used in their original form to make furniture, home-fixtures, lighting, and are also
recycled and reused for secondary purposes such as manufacturing canned goods and
beverages.

Trends
There are a number of trends within the salvaged materials industry that are affecting the
landscape of the market, centered primarily around salvaged wood. These include an increase
in the popularity of salvaged wood among companies, industry professionals, and consumers
for a variety of reasons, and a growing interest from companies looking to incorporate salvaged
wood into their projects to achieve various certifications acknowledging their sustainability
efforts.
Popularity
Among the various materials that are salvaged, wood is currently the most popular due to a
variety of reasons. Salvaged wood is gaining the attention of some of the world’s top designers
and architects due to its durability, sustainability, unique character and aesthetic, depth of
supply and its ability to decrease project costs. Consumers are attracted to salvaged wood
primarily because of its aesthetic, and the unique character it can bring to their home.
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Quality & Durability
Salvaged wood is typically made from old growth wood, a very popular building material today,
largely due to its durability and versatility to be used in a variety of applications. This wood
typically comes from trees that are over 100 years old and have undergone a slow growth
process, increasing their density and strength. In Vancouver, industry professionals often
salvage old growth wood from the framing and shiplap in homes that were built pre-1950. The
framing and shiplap in these homes is full of rock hard old-growth fir and is a popular among
local professionals working on high-end remodelling projects and furniture design (Shore,
2019). Highly durable salvaged wood also has some less commonly noted benefits such as its
rot and termite resistance, and the stability it provides for home fixtures and furniture.
Sustainability
Sustainability is a key factor that has contributed to the increase in demand of salvaged wood
from architects and designers. These industry professionals are attracted to incorporating this
wood into projects because it reduces the projects impact on deforestation, while minimizing
the amount of waste that is sent to landfills. Professionals in the architecture and design
industry are also looking to create buildings that contribute more to the earth than they
consume, taking the construction process of the building into account. Utilizing reclaimed wood
throughout the building process is one way these professionals are reducing the buildings
overall environmental impact and consumption of natural resources (How Reclaimed Wood
Went Mainstream, 2019).
Attractive Aesthetic
The attractive aesthetic, versatile design, and character salvaged wood provides, are all factors
that have contributed to its increased popularity with companies and consumers. Architects
and designers are incorporating salvaged wood into their projects to give spaces an authentic
and distinct personality, which is also giving them a competitive edge in business. These
professionals are often seeking to find reclaimed wood in the form of beams, as salvaged
beams are available in much larger sizes than the virgin beams that can be found on lumber
mills today (Common Species Found in Reclaimed Wood, 2018)
Salvaged wood has two main aesthetics, clean and consistent, and character rich and eclectic,
although the character rich wood is more commonly seen in design, specifically if the wood is
visible in the application it was used for. Character rich salvaged wood provides an aesthetic
virgin wood cannot, with elements such as weathered patina, natural texture, nail and fastener
holes, and an extremely tight grain (Aesthetics, 2019).
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Consumers are finding value in purchasing salvaged wood knowing they are getting products
with a unique, one-of-a-kind look and feel, helping differentiate the design of their home.
Additionally, the history of the wood is often visually evident due to the aged and antique
aesthetic a lot of it has. This commonly spikes consumer interest about the previous
applications the wood was used in and creates a deeper connection between the consumer and
the product (Why Should Interior Designers and Architects Choose Sustainable Materials?,
2015).
Depth of Supply
One of the main reasons salvaged wood has increased in popularity among architects and
designers is its depth of supply. During the Industrial Revolution, and in the stage following
World War II, the supply of living old growth wood began to quickly decrease as the
consumption of wood increased rapidly. Today in the United States, living old growth wood is
close to non-existent, with only 3 percent of old growth forests remaining. Although the
majority of old growth wood is not available in living forests today, there is an abundant supply
of this wood in many of the buildings and homes built throughout the twentieth century that
are frequently demolished and deconstructed (How Reclaimed Wood Went Mainstream, 2019).
There is also vast supply of salvaged wood that is not considered old growth, as the majority of
homes built in more recent years are still using wood as one of the main materials in the
construction process.
Between the two styles of salvaged wood, clean and consistent, and character rich and eclectic,
there are various types of woods found in each style. Clean and consistent salvaged wood
typically comes woods such as MC Walnut, White Oak, Surfaced Redwood, and Clear Fir.
Salvaged wood that is character rich and eclectic often comes from woods such as Weather
Lost Coast Redwood, Naked Tweak, Weathered Peroba, and Naturally Distressed Long Plant
Tweak grain (Aesthetics, 2019).
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Reduced Costs
In recent years, there has been an increase in awareness from architects and designers for the
full costs of materials associated with projects. Cutting, processing, and transporting virgin
materials consumes much more energy and resources than reusing salvaged materials, which
has increased the attractiveness for architects and designers to start incorporating them into
theirs projects. Sample price comparisons for various salvaged and virgin materials can be
found below:
•

Flooring
o Salvaged oak flooring: $1 to $3 per sq. ft.
o New oak flooring: $4 to $10 per sq. ft.
o Average savings for 12x16-foot room: $960

•

Doors
o Salvaged interior solid panel door (basic): $20 to $50
o New interior panel door: $100 to $200
o Average savings: $115

•

Sinks
o Second-hand pedestal sink: $20 to $250
o New pedestal sink: $100 to $800
o Average savings: $315

•

Moldings
o Recycled crown molding: $.30 to $1 per lineal ft.
o New crown molding: $.90 to $3 per lineal ft.
o Average savings for 12x16-foot room: $72.80 (Salvaged Building Materials Can
Be Real Deals, 2019).

Certifications
With the global increase in awareness regarding sustainability and the environmental impact of
construction, companies are looking to take on projects that give them certifications or awards
for their sustainability efforts. Various certifications such as the Net Zero Energy, Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and Living Building Challenge (LBC) all encourage the
use of salvaged materials, which has increased demand within the architecture and design
industry.
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Net Zero Energy
Net zero energy projects are increasing in popularity among industry professionals such as
architects, designers, and contractors. Net-zero energy refers to a building that is contributing
as much or more energy to the planet than it consumes. For a building to be considered net
zero energy, the construction process, lifetime value, and deconstruction or demolition of the
building are all taken into account. Using salvaged materials during the building process is oneway industry professionals are increasing the building’s ability to reach net zero energy. The
recent increase in net zero energy projects has increased the uptake of salvaged materials and
had a positive impact on the growth of the market (Demaria, 2018).
LEED
LEED is a certification recognized globally as a symbol of sustainability achievement. It is the
most widely used green building system throughout the world, and is available for all homes,
buildings, and community projects. The LEED certification is a point-based system, where if a
company scores high enough, they will receive one of four certifications; certified, silver, gold,
or platinum. LEED projects are designed to increase the innovation within the building industry
and its initiatives to reduce its carbon footprint. LEED projects encourage the use of building
with reused or salvaged materials, specifically the use of regional materials to reduce
transportation and support the local economy (Explained: Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design Gold Standard, n.d.). To date, LEED projects are responsible for diverting
80 million tons of waste from landfills.
LBC
The LBC certification is a green building certification program and sustainable design framework
that set guidelines for the ideal built environment. LBC aims to create buildings that are selfsufficient and produce more energy than they use. The LBC is categorized into seven
performance areas called Petals, which are further divided into imperatives that address
specific issues through requirements (Living Building Basics , 2019). One of the petals is focused
on materials, which mentions the use of salvaged materials in imperative 12; Responsible
Industry, imperative 13; Living Economy Sourcing, and imperative 14; Net Positive Waste.
Imperative 12 specifies that all timber for the project must either be “certified to the Forest
Stewardship Council, from salvaged sources, or from the intentional harvest of timber
on-site for the purpose of clearing the area for construction or restoring/maintaining the
continued ecological function of the on-site bionetwork” (Living Building Challenge 3.0, 2014).
Imperative 13 states that salvaged materials may be counted at twice their value for the
materials construction budget, which is focused on contributing to the expansion of a regional
economy rooted in sustainable practices. Lastly, Imperative 14 specifies that all LBC projects
“must feature at least one salvaged material per 500 square meters of gross building area or be
an adaptive reuse of an existing structure” (Living Building Challenge 3.0, 2014).
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Imperative 14, in particular, promotes the use of salvaged materials within the building
industry. Imperative 14 states; “The project team must create a Material Conservation
Management Plan that explains how the project optimizes materials in each of the following
phases”:
•
•
•
•

Design Phase, including the consideration of appropriate durability in product
specifications
Construction Phase, including product optimization and collection of wasted materials
Operation Phase, including a collection plan for consumables and durables
End of Life Phase, including a plan for adaptable reuse and deconstruction
(Living Building Challenge 3.0, 2014).

This Imperative also mandates that the project must divert wasted materials; metal, paper and
cardboard, soil and biomass, rigid foam, carpet and insulation, and all other materials to a 90
percent minimum level. Imperative 14 also states that “A project that is located on a site with
existing infrastructure must complete a pre-building audit that inventories available materials
and assemblies for reuse or donation” (Living Building Challenge 3.0, 2014).

Current Users & Applications
Salvaged materials are used primarily by building industry professionals, non-profit
organizations, companies, and consumers for a variety of applications. Among the various
materials that can be salvaged, wood is the most commonly reused material by all of the [above
listed] groups. The end users of salvaged materials primarily consist of consumers, and
companies in the food and service industry. Some of the most common applications salvaged
materials are used for are found below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flooring
Paneling
Siding
Doors
Headboards
Beams
Wall finishes
Cabinets,
Stairs,
Framing
Shelving (Better Homes & Gardens, 2018).
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This section goes into further detail on the companies, organizations, and consumers using
salvage materials.
Industry Professionals
Salvaged materials are used primarily by architects, designers, and contractors, as well as other
professionals involved in the construction industry. These materials have seen an increase in
uptake among industry professionals due to the many benefits previously noted in the report,
such as the quality, sustainability, attractive aesthetic, depth of supply, and reduced costs.
Industry professional are also attracted to incorporating salvaged materials into their projects
as it can help them get public recognition for their sustainability efforts, through various
certifications. The industry professionals working with salvaged materials, and the applications
they are used for will be explained in further detail in the companies’ section of the report.
Non-Profit Organizations
The non-profit organizations in the salvaged materials industry generally receive their materials
through donation, and then sell them to the public for a fraction of the original value. Some of
these organizations strictly run a non-profit business, such as Habitat for Humanity, whereas
others such as The Reuse People in Oakland, California, run for profit deconstruction company’s
and reuse centres, but qualify for non-profit status due to their ability to provide customers
with a tax incentive for their donated materials.
Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity is a key source of supply in the salvaged materials market within the
Lower Mainland and Canada, as the organization has Restore locations in North Vancouver,
Langley, two in Burnaby, and 54 locations across Canada total (Habitat for Humanity , n.d.).
These Restores offer home décor and building supplies, both new and used. The company
receives its inventory through donations of items such as lighting fixtures, window trim, lumber,
furniture, appliances, and so on. For used product or material donations, it only accepts
donations of used building supplies, not accepting used household items.
RCBC (Recycling Council of British Columbia)
The Recycling Council of British Columbia, Canada’s longest active recycling organization aims
to increase the efficiency at which waste is eliminated by providing platforms such as the
Recycling Hotline or Recyclopedia. The Recyclopedia’s website is an online platform that is userfriendly and intuitive for customers, giving them the ability to choose from configured
questions based on the category of product they are recycling, the specific item, and where it
will be recycled.
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RCBC’s Recycling Hotline is almost like an over the phone version of the Recyclopedia. The line
receives an average of roughly 80,000 inquiries every year, providing information to B.C.
residents from a database with over 120 products/service categories, and over 4000
businesses, organizations, and programs. The database is able to provide callers with
personalized information since it cross-references materials and services throughout every
region of BC (Welcome to the Recycling Council of British Columbia!, 2019). Although this is not
Council for salvaged materials, this organization is still playing a role in educating consumers
about what products and materials can be salvaged, not just recycled.
The Reuse People (TRP)
TRP is a non-profit reuse center that started in Oakland, California, in 1993, where it currently
has a regional office, deconstruction office, and a retail warehouse, and has expanded to over
19 locations across the US. All of the company’s locations are regional offices, except its original
warehouse in Oakland, and the second warehouse it opened in Los Angeles. TRP sells salvaged
materials out of its warehouses, while running a deconstruction company, deconstruction
training program, and a consulting service (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro
Vancouver, 2012). Running the deconstruction company allows the company to have a
sufficient flow of supply, while minimizing its cost.
TRP accredits some of its success to LEED. The company claimed LEED’s marketing was a strong
influence for educating and promoting green-building to both the public and private sectors.
TRP has also found success by controlling the entire process of sourcing, storing and selling
materials, while offering tax credits to their sources (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials
in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
TRP’s customer base for its salvaged materials retail store is primarily residential, as it is for
deconstruction. The company’s most frequent customers are home owners, although the
largest in terms of purchase amount is the owners of average-priced multi-family buildings who
are looking for one-off pieces to maintain buildings or make leasehold improvements. The
company offers its salvaged materials to the market at a wide price range, although they are
usually priced 50 to 75 percent off of the products original value (Market Analysis of Used
Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
The company is quite diverse in its inventory, accepting anything from salvage lumber (longer
than six feet), windows, doors, sinks cabinets, roofing tile, flooring, sliding, plywood, and more.
Overall, the company has had a very positive impact on the market for salvaged materials, as of
2012, diverting over 300,000 tonnes of materials from landfills, retrieving 85% of materials for
either recycling or reuse from its deconstruction service, and generating over 350 green jobs
(Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
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The Rebuilding Centre
The Rebuilding Centre, in Portland, Oregon started in 1998. It functions as a retail warehouse
for salvaged and reused materials, offers deconstruction services, educational courses, and
produces an in-house green furniture line, utilizing materials that are challenging to resell. As of
2012, the Rebuilding Centre took in the largest volume per location, of used-building and
modelling materials in the pacific region (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro
Vancouver, 2012).
Similar centers were not always successful in the Portland, Oregon area, as four other centres
had previously shut down prior to the opening of The Rebuilding Centre. This company found
success through conducting thorough research and interviews with the organizations in the
area who hadn’t succeeded, local non-profits, and for profits such as Home Depot, allowing The
Rebuilding Centre to gain insights and knowledge on what it should take to be successful in the
salvaged materials industry (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver,
2012).
The Rebuilding Centre states that it did not think any of its success was due to the waste
reduction policies that began in Portland in 1995, as the city had little capacity to enforce them.
Just at TRP, since the organization has non-profit status, it is able to offer its customers a tax
deduction for their donated materials, increasing its customer base due to the large incentive.
The Rebuilding Centre has seen some of its success because of the government, as it receives
government contracts and funding to cover its initial capital costs. Metro, who is Portland’s
regional government, has funded the company’s operations to help with start-up, financing,
and promotional costs (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
The Rebuilding Centre deals primarily with DIY home owners and a small number of commercial
clients. Its retail operations make up a majority of its revenue, with the company selling its
inventory for 50 to 90 percent of its original value (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials
in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
The unique part about this organization is its willingness to accept any material that can be
used, regardless of its resale value. The company accepts all types of appliances, sinks, toilets,
lighting, and more. The company does an effective job of making it easy for customers to
donate items, as accepted items are listed clearly on its website, and a pick-up service is even
offered. The majority of its salvage material donations, roughly 80% and even more for lumber,
are obtained through its pick-up service, a key to ensuring consistent supply (Market Analysis of
Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
The Rebuilding Centre has also had a very positive impact on sustainability and the salvaged
materials market. It diverts roughly eight tonnes per day of reusable building and remodelling
materials from landfills and has propelled the careers of many people in the same or similar
industries (Market Analysis of Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
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Companies
There are numerous companies working with salvaged materials in the architecture and design,
and construction industries. Some of these firms handle all aspects of retrieving, storing, and
selling or donating the materials, where as other companies purchase the materials after they
have already been collected. The companies who handle the collection of these materials often
own deconstruction companies to stimulate their source of supply, and warehousing facilities
where the materials are stored, sold and/or donated to organizations and consumers looking to
use salvaged materials for primary and secondary purposes.
Vancouver Companies
West Coast Wood Slabs
West Coast Wood Slabs positions itself as a company with a strong desire to eliminate the
wasted wood within the Lower Mainland. The company sources all of its salvaged wood locally
from trees that are knocked down due to storms, construction, or old age, and makes them
available to Artisans, Builders, and Architects. Once West Coast Wood Slabs has collected its
trees from various sources, it then mills them down into large edge slabs and dry’s them out in
the company’s wood kiln. The company takes pride in creating a more sustainable world by
responsibly using the local resources it has access to (About Us , n.d.).
West Coast Wood Slabs mainly focuses on commissioned custom work, although they also offer
occasionally offer reclaimed wood furniture for sale depending on their stock. The company
does not have an online store, so customers have to contact the company directly by phone or
email if they are looking to buy product or visit the West Coast Wood Slabs’ showroom located
on West 3rd Avenue in Vancouver. The company shares its showroom with Greenworks building
supply, one of Vancouver’s sources for environmentally friendly building materials (About Us ,
n.d.).
Union Wood Co.
Union Wood Co. is an East Vancouver based company primarily focused on creating high
quality, handcrafted custom furniture out of salvaged wood, although they also incorporate
leather and metal into their designs. The company sources its materials from demolition sites
and abandoned buildings, with the goal of finding the highest quality salvaged materials in the
local market (About, 2019).
Union Wood Co.’s products are raw and functional, with the nostalgic aesthetic and feel of
Vancouver’s old industrial foundries, docks, and mills. The company focuses on letting the
natural beauty of its salvaged materials inform the design of its products, and positions its
products to emphasize high-quality, simplicity, and timeless design, all results of its meticulous
craftmanship (About, 2019). A large part of the company’s business is designing solutions for
office, hospitality, restaurants and retail settings. The company works with clients through a
four-step process of planning, designing, manufacturing, and finally the delivery of the finished
product. Some of the company’s impressive list of clients include the Fairmount Vancouver,
Starbucks, Whole Foods, and Lululemon, to name a few (About, 2019).
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Union Wood Co. welcomes the public to visit its studio in East Van, where people can view the
company’s inventory, consisting of finished products, one-of-a-kind antiques, raw salvaged
wood, and even apparel to promote the brand. The company’s website encourages customers
to stop by and watch the production process of various products in its workshop, even
welcoming pets to ensure it does not turn away any potential customers (About, 2019).
Union Wood Co.’s website is well designed and easy to navigate, providing customer with
information on its custom furniture, commercial furniture and millwork, various products which
are broken down into categories depending on their end use, and stories about the company’s
latest inventions with a background of the inspiration behind the product. The company has a
strong social media following in comparison to other companies in the local salvaged materials
market, with roughly five thousand followers on its Facebook channel and just under 40
thousand on its Instagram. The company also has Twitter and Pinterest accounts, although its
following on those channels its minimal in comparison to its Facebook and Instagram (About,
2019).
Union Wood Co. is a good example of a local company playing a key role in growing the
salvaged materials market. The company makes it easy for customers to make their product
vision into a reality, giving clients the ability to create products of any size and scale, and
implementing creative tactics such as the ability for clients to send in their Pinterest boards for
Union Wood Co. to work off of for inspiration (About, 2019).
Naturally Crafted
Naturally Crafted is a Vancouver based renovation and building company making a positive
impact in the local salvaged materials market. The company focuses on green renovations and
sustainable home building, which both incorporate the use of salvaged materials in their
application. Naturally Crafted has capitalized on operating in a city that is wood rich, often
seeking salvaged lumber sourced from old-growth tree’s due to the character and durability it
provides (About Us , 2016).
The company’s website attributes some of its success to its expertise in efficiently processing
the salvaged lumber with minimal alteration. Naturally Crafted has found ways to utilize its leftover salvaged lumber from a project by offering clients custom furniture options. The company
also urges its clients to utilize their old floors and any existing wood details for a secondary
purpose if they can fit into the client’s new design plans. Lastly, Naturally Crafted also upcycles
hardware and any other materials that align with the client’s design vision (Sustainability,
2016).
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Unbuilders, Vancouver’s main deconstruction company, is owned and operated by the same
individual as Naturally Crafted, Adam Corneil. This is an example of a salvaged materials
company working with a deconstruction company under the same ownership, to retrieve,
store, and create products from the raw salvaged materials that were collected. Apart from its
website, the company also has an online presence through its various social media accounts
including Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn, primarily using Instagram to promote its ongoing
projects.
J&S Custom Furniture Company
J&S Furniture Co. was established in Vancouver, B.C. in 2012. The company salvages its wood
from a variety of sources such as building demolitions and tear-downs, unwanted pallets, old
barns, and fallen logs. J&S Furniture Co. works on small- and large-scale projects with
Residential and Commercial clients, as well as local designers, architects and contractors. The
company specializes in industrial, rustic, and modern design, although provides its clients with
the option to achieve any look they desire. Each piece J&S Furniture Co. creates, highlights the
natural beauty of the salvaged wood used in the product and is designed to be durable,
functional, and simplistic (About Us, 2019).
The company’s website touches on two key reasons customers should choose J&S Furniture
Co.’s products; the environmentally sustainable aspect, as well as the unique story and
character that the salvaged materials have in a finished product. J&S Furniture Co. also has a
webstore that is ran by Etsy with finished products that can be shipped worldwide. These
products range from furniture, to tables, shelving, beds, cabinetry, retail display fixtures, and
fireplace mantles, to name a few. The company is also active online through its Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram account which has a solid following of 5000 plus users, where
it posts photos of the beautiful products it has created from salvaged wood (About Us, 2019).
The BarnHouse Company
The BarnHouse Company, out of Burnaby, B.C., is one of Western Canada’s largest suppliers of
salvaged antique barn wood materials and finished products. The company offers custom
project and in-house installation services and supports the DIY Woodworking Community by
offering raw salvaged wood for sale. If customers want to purchase the raw materials, they
have to contact the BarnHouse company directly, as the company does not have a brick and
mortar location, or an online store. The BarnHouse company also offers finished salvaged wood
products made by its in-house Master Craftsman and Design Team which include, fireplace
mantels, furniture, wall coverings, barn doors, interior beams, and even lighting made from
salvaged wood (About Us, 2019).
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Customers have the ability to get the company’s pre-made products transported and installed
in their home, or the option to work step-by-step with the company’s in-house Design and
Craftsman team from the ideation to design stage, to create custom products. The BarnHouse
Company is a good example of a company that is making an impact to grow the market for
salvaged materials, as the company gives customers the option to make nearly any product that
can be made out of salvaged wood (About Us, 2019).
The salvaged barn wood the company offers can be used on interior or exteriors of residential
and commercial spaces, and comes in a variety of widths, lengths, colors and finishes. Since the
wood has been naturally weathered from years of Canadian winters, it develops an aged patina
that is unique to each piece of wood and impossible to replicate, giving it an attractive aesthetic
and adding character (About Us, 2019).
The BarnHouse company’s website does an effective job of providing customers with reasons
why its salvaged wood is a smart option for their home and the environment. The company
does this by providing small write ups on its website explaining how its materials and products
can revamp interiors and exteriors, the durability they have, why its products are
environmentally friendly, and the versatility they provide in terms of design and style. The
company’s website also gives customers the ability to take 360-degree virtual tours of homes it
has worked on, and videos showing the different applications of the salvaged materials. The
Barnhouse has a social media presence on Instagram, Pinterest, and Facebook, where
customers can view company’s recent work and projects that are still in progress (About Us,
2019).
Salvage Vancouver
Salvage Vancouver offers finished salvaged wood products including bed frames, kitchen
islands, tables, benches, and art pieces, as well as renovation services for kitchens, bathrooms,
bars, and whole house or business make overs. The company also offers raw salvaged wood
such as live edge slabs from across B.C. and Canada, soft woods, hardwoods, reclaimed
dimensional cedar and fir, and barn boards. For its finished salvaged products, Salvage
Vancouver uses 100 percent salvaged Vancouver wood on all of its products and collects the
materials from homes and buildings. The company focuses on salvaging old growth Douglas Fir
wood, in an effort to reuse a material that built a significant portion of Vancouver (About, n.d.).
The company promotes its ongoing projects on its Facebook and Instagram channels, focusing
more heavily on Instagram where the company has 2000+ followers. Salvage Vancouver uses it
Instagram channel to promote the wood markets it runs, which in 2019, has been roughly once
per month. At its wood market, the company sells finished salvaged products and raw salvaged
wood for customers and companies to purchase for their next project. Customers can also do
walk-ins at Salvage Vancouver’s studio during 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. from Monday to Friday or
have the option to schedule private appointments (About, n.d.).
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ChopValue
ChopValue is a great example of a Vancouver company who used its creative vision to produce
products out of a salvage material most individuals and companies would not think twice about
re-using, chopsticks. The company was able to turn recycled chopsticks, an often-neglected
resource, into its main source of supply for creating products. ChopValue has been able to
make a remarkable impact in the local salvaged materials market. To date, the company has
recycled over 15 million chopsticks, while capturing over 20,835 kg of CO2, and working with
over 140 recycling partners (Chop Value, n.d.).
ChopValue works with several industries including Interior Design, Hospitality, and Construction
and Design, to create unique spaces and décor for homes and businesses. The company also
sells directly to consumers and makes an extensive list of products, offering items such as side
tables, shelving, tiles, wall décor, coasters, and even custom engraving services, all of which are
designed and made in Canada. Some of the recycling partners ChopValue works with
throughout Vancouver and the Lower Mainland include, Pacific-Poke, YVR, Jinya Ramen Bar,
Reinventing Oakridge, and Metropolis at Metrotown (Chop Value, n.d.).
ChopValue does an effective job of branding and raising awareness of the salvaged products it
offers. The company has accounts on all major social media channels including Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn. ChopValue also has an excellent website that is easy to
navigate and provides a clear description of what they do, how they do it, and the vision and
goal of why the company got into the salvaged materials and recycling market. On ChopValue’s
website, customers can sign up for newsletters to stay informed on new products, learn about
the company’s environmental impact, and shop from their ecommerce store. ChopValue also
makes it easy for companies visiting the website to join its recycling program, offering a sign-up
link, and an explanation of how the program works (Chop Value, n.d.).
ChopValue is a strong example of a local company who used innovative thinking to eliminate
waste by using it to create attractive, high-quality products. Before launching ChopValue,
founder and CEO, Felix Bock, estimated that roughly 100,000 chopsticks are thrown away every
day in Greater Vancouver alone, and roughly 230 million are sent to landfills each day globally.
Felix knew something needed to be done to decrease the waste of a material that was being
discarded at a such a high rate locally and globally and took action to create an extremely
sustainable business model (Chop Value, n.d.).
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The Antique Market
The Antique Market is one of British Columbia’s largest furniture retailers. The company
imports finished salvaged products as couches, cabinets, tables, lighting, and beams that are
created and assembled in India, China, and Egypt. These products are primarily made from
wood pallets, rice pallets, disassembled furniture, and raw iron gates. A lot of the salvaged
wood products The Antique Market imports come from India and are made from Burma teak
wood that was previously used on boats. India has an abundant supply of Burma teak wood,
making it more feasible for The Antique Market to source this style of wood as it is very
expensive and difficult to find in Vancouver. The Antique Market also imports a significant
amount of raw iron. Primarily sourcing its iron from Egypt, the company has been importing
roughly 20 tonnes of raw iron per year, for the last 22 years (About Us, n.d.).
The Antique Market has established distinct positioning in Vancouver’s salvaged materials
market by offering customers unique reclaimed products that are difficult to find locally. A lot
of the tables The Antique Market imports are made from old car, tractor, and transport truck
front ends, where the hood has been taken off and replaced with salvaged wood to create a
table top. Tata, a transportation company in India, supplies a lot of its old truck front ends to
Indian manufacturers, who then create tables from the materials and export them to The
Antique Market. The Antique Market’s customer base is made up of consumers and companies,
with restaurants and breweries accounting for a large portion. The company deals with
consumers all over North America, shipping product across Canada and the United States
weekly (About Us, n.d.).
Pallucci Furniture
Pallucci Furniture is a local company that has promoted consumers to use salvaged materials,
without offering them for sale. The company’s blog can be seen promoting consumers to use
reclaimed wood when working on DIY projects. The blog provides customers with examples of
the various products that can be made from reclaimed wood, and how consumers can
repurpose the wood items in their homes to create these salvaged wood products. Pallucci
Furniture’s blog also provides customers with examples of finished reclaimed wood products
that are available for sale, with hyperlinks to the websites where customer can purchase these
items (5 Do-It-Yourself Living Room Decoration Ideas, 2017).
Surrey New & Used
Surrey New & Used is a company that plays a role in growing the local market and demand for
salvage wood and materials without manufacturing any products, by purchasing and recovering
materials that would otherwise be demolished. The company also accepts salvage items from
the public and even accepts items it will not sell to ensure they are recycled. Surrey New &
Used has a vast selection of inventory, primarily selling residential and commercial building
materials that have been saved before demolition (Buy & Sell, n.d.).
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Green Coast Rubbish
Green Coast Rubbish is a Vancouver company helping make the city and its surrounding
communities environmentally sustainable. The company offers deconstruction and demolition
services as well as recycle and waste diversion services, with a 90 to 95 percent diversion rate
for the materials it collects and the end goal of ensuring those materials have the highest reuse
potential possible. Green Coast Rubbish charges companies and consumers to collect salvaged
materials such as, wood, concrete, drywall, metal, styrofoam, plastic, and finished salvaged
product including couches, tables, and cabinets from deconstruction and demolition sites. The
company donates to a variety of organizations depending on the salvaged materials and
products it has, primarily working with Habitat for Humanity, Metro Vancouver, Waste
Management Association of British Columbia (WMABC), Foam Only, RCBC, and Pacific Carpet
(Deconstruction & Demolition Services in Vancouver , 2018).
In 2018, Green Coast Rubbish diverted 82% of the waste it recovered to waste recovery and
recycling organizations and companies, a total of 550 tonnes (Community, 2019). A notable job
the company recently worked on was the Tenant Improvement Project at Bentall IV, a LEED
platinum rated office tower. During this project, Green Coast Rubbish used it demolition and
deconstruction services to recycle and divert over 8,000 pounds of materials from local landfills.
The company diverted various materials such as drywall, metal, and wood, while also salvaging
door frames and custom millwork for reuse (Rubbish, 2019).
Global Manufacturers
There are a number of key reclaimed wood manufacturers throughout the world. A list of these
companies and an analysis of five of the major company profiles can be found below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Longleaf Lumber, Inc.
Vintage Timberworks, Inc.
Atlantic Reclaimed Lumber, Inc.
Carpentier Hardwood Solutions NV
Imondi Flooring
Terra Mai
Jarmak Corporation
Elemental Republics
Elmwood Reclaimed Timber
Olde Wood Ltd.

•
•
•
•
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Trestlewood
Montana Reclaimed Lumber Co.
True American Grain Reclaimed
Wood
Beam & Board, LLC
Reclaimed Woods of the World
PGT Reclaimed
Altruwood (Global Reclaimed
Lumber Market Analysis, 2019).

Terra Mai
Terra Mai is a reclaimed wood manufacturer based out of White City, Oregon, with offices in
Chicago, Dallas, DC, Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, Portland, Seattle, and Asia. Terra Mai
works with design firms throughout the United States to create products that can be used for
applications such as flooring, panelling, and siding. The company has a word class list of cliental,
including Disney, HBO, McDonald’s, Starbucks, Google, and Facebook (Terra Mai Story, 2019).
All of the company’s post-consumer reclaimed products are FSC certified, and many of its
products contribute toward projects aiming to earn LEED and LBC certifications. Some of the
products the company produces include, panelling, flooring, siding, tabletops, and stair treads.
Terra Mai’s wood is re-milled as close as possible to the source, which enables the company to
supply LEED-eligible regional wood products. This has also helped the company take advantage
of local knowledge and expertise, while supporting local communities throughout the globe
(Terra Mai Story, 2019).
Terra Mai focuses on sourcing wood in large quantities so the company can offer clients a
consistent catalog of inventory for years to come, although Terra Mai does occasionally secure
one-off inventories as well. The company’s sourcing network spans across four continents,
including Asia, Africa, South America, and North America. Terra Mai salvages its wood through
the five different sources; post-consumer, post-industrial, water, and orchard salvage
reclaimed, as well as forest floor salvage (Terra Mai Sourcing , 2019).
Longleaf Lumber
Longleaf Lumber is a reclaimed and antique lumber mill, based out of Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The company offers products such as flooring, counter tops, paneling, rough
sawn lumber, and barn doors. Longleaf Lumber also has a showroom in Cambridge, where
customers can browse and purchase products, as well as pick up orders. The company salvages
its wood from industrial, agricultural, and large residential buildings throughout the Eastern
United States (About, 2019).
Besides sourcing and selling salvaged wood, the company also makes other efforts to reduce its
carbon footprint such as, recycling its manufacturing biproducts including, wood scraps, mill
cut-offs, de-nailing waste, and shipping and packaging materials, upcycling 100 percent of its
sawdust, and heating the company’s mill with its own wood waste (Sustainability, 2019).
Longleaf Lumber’s reclaimed wood beam and board products qualify to contribute several LEED
points to a project, including:
• Material and Resource (MR) credit 3; Materials Reuse (1-2 points)
• MR credit 5: Regional Materials, (1-2 points).
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The company’s recycled and sustainable flooring products are eligible to contribute a number
of LEED points to a project, including:
• MR credit 4: Recycled Content (1-2 points)
• MR credit 6: Rapidly Renewable Materials (1 point)
• MR credit 7: Certified Wood (1 point)
• Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) credit 4.3: Low-Emitting Materials – Flooring
Systems (1 point)
• IEQ credit 4.4: Low-Emitting Materials-Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products (1 point)
• Innovation and design Process- ID: (1-4 points) (Sustainability, 2019).
Imondi Flooring
Imondi Flooring is a Shanghai based company who produces innovative flooring from reclaimed
wood. The company focuses on handcrafted and sustainable slab rescue, sourcing its wood
from old boats, barns, wooden poles, and Venetian canals. Imondi is one of China’s leading
flooring manufacturers, with its headquarters in Shanghai, and additional offices in Hong Kong
and The Netherlands (We Are Reclaimed Wood Flooring, 2017). Imondi Flooring’s products are
suited for a variety of LEED credits such as, MR Credit 4, MR credit 5, MR credit 7, IEQ credit 4.2
– Emitting Materials Paints and Coatings, IEQ credit 4.3, and IEQ credit 4.4. (Reclaimed Wood
Sustainabilty, 2017).
Reclaimed Woods of the World
Reclaimed Woods of the World is a company based in Costa Mesa, California, with locations in
Asia, Europe and the United States. The company offers a unique range of hardwood products
and custom pieces, and ensures its products are made without harm to nature. Its stock
consists primarily of barn wood, lumbers, logs, veneers, slabs, burls and flooring. Reclaimed
Woods of the World is an attractive source of salvaged wood for companies, which makes up
the majority of its customer base, as they provide customers with a stocking warehouse
program to help accelerate time to market and lead times. Reclaimed Woods of the World is a
strong example of a company that is helping promote the uptake of the international salvaged
wood market for companies (About Us, 2019).
Reclaimed Woods of the World is known as a major LEED producer and is also an active
member of the Pan-European Forest Council. The company makes it easy for customers to
source salvage wood, giving them ability to place orders of any size, encouraging PO’s that may
have otherwise be seen as too complex for a salvaged wood supplier, and offering a “always
ready to deliver anytime anywhere” policy (About Us, 2019).
Reclaimed Woods of the Word has unique positioning in the global salvaged materials market,
as the company strives to preserve the worlds natural resources, sourcing reclaimed
sustainable and environmentally friendly wood and materials. This has given many of the
company’s materials higher demand as they qualify for use in LEED projects which have very
stringent regulations for the materials that are eligible for use (About Us, 2019).
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Reclaimed Woods of the World also has a role in promoting more than just the market for
salvaged materials. The company supports non-governmental, international organizations to
help “promote environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable
management of the world’s forests” (About Us, 2019).
PGT Reclaimed
PGT Reclaimed manufacturers salvaged wood products out of a variety of wood sources
including larch, pine, fir, and semi hardwoods that have been salvaged from packing crates,
pallets, and dismantled buildings. Once PGT collects its wood it is kiln dried, and the off-cut
timber is used to fuel its boilers and kilns. After the wood is kiln dried to exact specifications it is
sanded and assembled by hand, by the company’s craftsman (The Journey To You, 2017).
PGT Reclaimed has made a significant impact in the global market for salvaged wood. Between
2012 to 2016, the company saved roughly 330 hectares of forest by utilizing reclaimed wood
(Environmental & Social Responsibility, 2017). In 2018, PGT Reclaimed was recognized globally,
and won the World Grand Champion award, one of the world’s largest environmental awards
(Winners 2018, 2018).
PGT Reclaimed manufactures a number of products including bedframes, dining tables,
cabinets, and chairs. The company firmly stands behind the quality and durability of its
products, offering customers a five-year structural warranty, and the ability to have products
repaired or replaced in that time frame, free of charge (Warranty Policy, 2017). PGT Reclaimed
manufactures its products in Indochina, South Vietnam, where it employs over 700 people
(Factory, 2017). The company does not sell directly to consumers, although its products can be
found throughout home retail stores around the world, including a local retailer, Homestead
Furniture in Port Moody. The PGT Reclaimed website provides customers with a wealth of
options to learn about the company, including pages explaining its history and philosophy,
innovation, and environmental and social responsibility (PGT Reclaimed , 2017).
End Users
The end-users of salvaged materials are typically consumers and companies in the HORECA
sector, as these materials are often found in restaurants, and residential homes and buildings
used for applications such as home fixtures, furniture, and home décor. The majority of
consumers who use salvaged materials are using these materials once they have been made
into a finished product, although some consumers are purchasing raw salvaged materials for
DIY projects to make furniture, home décor, and even home fixtures, creating products such as
tables, paneling, decks, flooring, and shelves. There are also consumers taking on less involving
DIY salvage material projects that beginners can complete. Some of the simpler products the
market has seen consumers make consist of smaller items such as wine racks, serving trays,
coffee cup racks, wood planters, and coffee tables (22 DIY Reclaimed Projects That Beginners
Can Do, 2019).
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One example of a consumer using a DIY approach was an Ohio woman who used the bead
board from her old cabin’s fireplace mantel as wainscoting in the bathroom of the new house
she was building. She also went to sources outside of her home, taking salvaged wood from an
old bowling lane alley and using it for the kitchen counter in her new home (MCMANUS, n.d.).

Previous Market Entries
To promote and grow the market for salvaged materials in Vancouver, previous market entries
were analyzed to evaluate the success cities, states, and countries around the world have had
in the salvaged materials market. A report done by firms Kane Consulting, LOCO BC, Restraint
Consulting, and Urban Fabric, studied San Francisco, New York, Massachusetts, and the
Netherlands to document a variety of best practices that increased awareness and demand for
salvaged materials. These cities, states, and countries used a wide range of methods which
included incentivizing residents by offering tax credits for the donation of used building
materials, setting regulations that require the recovery of salvage materials during demolition
or deconstruction, and supporting re-use centers or building material depots. (Market Analysis
of Used Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
San Francisco placed a heavy emphasis on developing methods to increase the awareness and
demand for salvaged materials that the city had complete control of, such as creating
regulations and policies. The city started with a focus on diverting waste from landfills, and then
moved on to construction, setting a requirement of 65% diversion from construction,
demolition, or deconstruction sites.
New York State has implemented several processes to promote locally salvaged materials,
including funding a pilot as well as a regional education center (Market Analysis of Used
Building Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012). The New York City Department of Sanitation
operates an online materials exchange, and the city also opened a warehouse called “Build it
Green”, which is a retail outlet for salvaged and surplus building materials. The Build It Green
NYC centre has created over 120 green jobs since 2005, in turn, increasing the awareness and
demand for salvaged materials (Build It Green NYC, 2019). Massachusetts uses a combination of
policy, education, and market development. The state stimulates its recycling markets through
procurement practices, as well as providing grants and loans to businesses that help expand the
recycling industry.
The Netherlands has put policies into place such as the Buildings Materials Decree, which
specifies which materials are allowed to be reused. One of the stipulations of this decree is to
use recycled aggregates (crushed concrete or asphalt), instead of gravel in concrete, which has
accelerated the countries adoption of salvaged materials (Market Analysis of Used Building
Materials in Metro Vancouver, 2012).
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Summary
With the global market for salvaged lumber expected to increase just under USD 4 billion in the
next six years, and North America’s market projected to make up roughly 55 percent of that
growth, there is strong potential for Vancouver to see an increase in demand for salvaged wood
from consumers and companies. Additionally, with the Lower Mainland experiencing record
breaking numbers for the amount of building projects underway, and expecting an annualized
growth rate in the construction industry of 1.5 percent until 2023, it is a key time for the City of
Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy to help develop the market for salvaged materials,
specifically wood (Hoadley, 2018).
Vancouver has a number of bylaws mandating the recovery and reuse of various materials
found on deconstruction and demolition sites, which captures roughly 70 percent of home
demolitions. Due to these bylaws covering around 470 demolitions a year and requiring that 75
percent of materials are diverted from landfills for recycle or reuse, there is a strong source of
supply for the future of Vancouver’s salvaged materials market. Metro Vancouver has shown
promise in its ability to foster a market for salvaged materials, as roughly 8,000 tonnes of
building materials and furniture were reused in the region within 2017, although consumer
awareness and demand is still much lower than it has the potential to be.
There are a vast number of salvaged materials which are typically found on deconstruction,
demolition, and construction sites. Throughout the wide range of materials these sites produce,
the most common and popular material in the architecture and design industry are wood, steel,
drywall, glass, bricks, and metals. These materials are used by industry professionals such as
architects, designers, and contractors, companies in the building and furniture industry, nonprofit organizations, and consumers for DIY projects. The end users are typically made up of
consumers, and companies in the restaurant and service industry. Some of the most common
applications these materials are used in, particularly wood, include flooring, tables, paneling,
siding, and furniture.
Two key trends in the salvaged materials industry seen throughout secondary research were
the popularity of salvaged wood among companies, industry professionals, and consumers, and
an increased interest from companies looking to utilize salvaged materials in their projects to
qualify for certifications recognizing their sustainability efforts. Salvaged wood has seen an
increase in popularity in recent years due to a variety of reasons such as its durability,
sustainability, aesthetic, depth of supply, and its ability to reduce overall project costs.
Architecture, design and construction companies with sustainability in mind, are looking to take
on projects that get them certifications such as LEED, LBC, and Net Zero Energy, which
encourage the use of salvaged materials, and in turn, have increased the demand in the
industry. These certifications acknowledge companies for their efforts to reduce their
environmental impact, which is attractive for these organizations, as it improves their public
image and gives the company a competitive edge in business.
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Various cities and countries around the world, such as, San Francisco, New York,
Massachusetts, and the Netherlands helped provide insights for effective ways the City of
Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy can foster the market for salvaged materials. San
Francisco started with focusing on waste diversion from landfills, by implementing similar
mandates to Vancouver’s current bylaws, requiring minimum waste diversion rates from
deconstruction and demolition sites. New York and Massachusetts used a combination of policy
and education to grow the salvaged materials market. New York created a regional educational
centre, online materials exchange, and opened warehouses for consumers and companies to
source salvaged materials. Massachusetts focused heavily on stimulating its recycling and reuse
market, through providing grants and loans to businesses in the market to help them expand.
The Netherlands put a buildings materials decree into place, which sets guidelines for what
materials are allowed to be reused, and also outlined which materials had to be salvaged for
reuse in another application, such as using crushed concrete or asphalt to produce new
concrete, instead of using virgin gravel.
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Qualitative Research Analysis
Introduction
Qualitative research was conducted to gain in-depth insights from industry professionals and
students involved in, or with the potential to be involved in the salvaged materials market. This
will provide the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy with a local market overview,
and a further understanding of the market growth barriers, materials with high potential for
demand, and ways to increase the growth of the market.

Market & Industry Overview
Through the interviews that were conducted with industry professionals, it was found that the
market for salvaged materials in Vancouver is perceived as making up less than 1 percent of the
architecture and design and building industries. These industries were also found to have the
highest potential to impact the growth of the local salvaged materials market. Although the
salvaged materials market accounted for such a small portion of the architecture and design
and building industries, professionals suggested that there is high potential for these industries
to increase their uptake of reclaimed materials, which in turn, will grow the market for salvaged
materials.
It was found that the LEED certification and point system has had an impact on the increase in
uptake of salvaged materials within the architecture and design and building industries. Several
industry professionals mentioned that many of the projects using salvaged materials are ran by
architects, designers, and contractors aiming to achieve LEED certifications. The process of
architects, designers, and contractors looking to meet this certification is often referred to as
“point chasing”, where the project leader is striving to meet silver, gold or platinum LEED
certifications. Since incorporating salvaged materials into the design phase has a large impact
on how many points a project receives, companies often try to include as many salvaged
materials as they can into the design of the home or building, in order to qualify for as high a
certification as possible.
Other industries such as food and service, retail, and film were also found to have potential to
impact the growth of the salvaged materials market. Samantha Haff, a Junior Interior Designer
for Browns Social House, spoke on Browns’ forward-thinking nature, as the company is making
conscious business decisions with the materials it consumes to minimize its impact on the
environment, and the amount of virgin materials that it consumes. Josh, the Office Manager at
The Antique Market, mentioned the company frequently deals with the retail and film
industries. Lush often purchases salvaged lighting from The Antique Market in an effort to try
and minimize the carbon footprint its retail stores have, and various production companies in
the film industry purchase a variety of salvaged products from the Antique Market, as Josh
noted they have worked with Television shows such as Flash, Arrow, and Riverdale.
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Although an increase in the uptake of salvaged materials from various industries is a key aspect
of growing the market, it was found that consumers also play a vital role. If there is as an
increase in consumer demand for salvaged materials, the number of companies supplying and
working with these materials will increase as well. On the contrary, if the number of consumers
inquiring about these materials does not increase, the majority of companies currently working
with virgin materials will not be inclined to change their processes and incorporate salvaged
materials into their practice.
It was found that with the recent increase in awareness regarding the environment and
sustainability, consumers are inquiring more about the products and materials they are using.
Samantha Haff mentioned a positive trend she had seen with Browns’ customers was an
increase in environmental concern about the products they were using. The restaurant has
recently seen an increase in inquiries about where Browns’ products such as napkins and straws
are coming from, if they are sourced locally, produced sustainably, and if they can be recycled
or reused. This example is a promising root for the growth of the salvaged materials market, as
it shows consumers are becoming more mindful of their purchase decisions and taking the
sustainability of organizations they support into account.

Market Growth Barriers
In order to grow the local market for salvaged materials, it is important to evaluate and analyze
the key factors holding back the growth and demand in the market. Interviewing professionals
and students who work with or have the potential to work with the salvaged materials helped
gain valuable insights on some of the reasons why the market’s growth is not increasing at the
rate it has the potential to.
Regulations
Although the LEED certification has had a positive impact on the uptake of the salvaged
materials within the architecture and design and building industries, it was found that the
stringent regulations companies must follow to achieve this certification has decreased the
attractiveness of LEED projects, which in turn, has decreased the demand for salvaged
materials.
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Students in the Architecture and Building Technology Program at BCIT recalled several
examples of projects in Vancouver where architects used 99 percent salvaged materials during
the building process and still did not qualify for a platinum LEED certification, due to mistakes
made by employees in the construction process that made the project ineligible. To cite one
example, a construction worker smoking a cigarette in an unfinished building will make a
company ineligible for a platinum LEED certification. If companies are using extra resources in
order to receive LEED certifications, and then losing eligibility due to minor mistakes made by
employees that are often out of the company’s control, the extra resources used in the project
are then often seen as a waste. These students noted that if the regulations for these
certifications were not so strict, and the City of Vancouver’s Zero waste 2040 Strategy could
influence their leniency, it would increase the amount of salvaged materials demanded from
the architecture, design, and building industries.
Architects, designers, and contractors stated that the stringent rules and regulations
surrounding the use of salvaged materials, even on projects not aiming for certifications, is a
key factor preventing a higher growth rate in the industry. Even when companies are not
working on projects with specific guidelines such as LEED, there are certain regulations that
make incorporating salvaged materials into projects more difficult. Salvaged wood can almost
never be used for structural purposes, and not all salvage materials are allowed to be reused
for construction due to building code. This makes it difficult for industry professionals to
maximize the amount of salvaged materials they use in projects as some of these materials are
limited in their application.
Consumer Awareness & Preference
Throughout the interview process it was found that a key factor holding back the growth of the
salvaged materials market is the lack of consumer awareness, and lack of consumer preference
to use salvaged materials. Several companies in industries such as construction, textiles, and
food, stated that they are interested in incorporating more salvaged materials into their
projects, although there is no immediate need to do so due to the lack of consumer demand.
West Coast Reduction, a Vancouver company that recycles inedible food by-products and
creates protein meals and fats, stated that unless consumer preferences change, or there are
more bylaws, regulations, and incentives put in place to mandate the use of salvaged materials
in their industry, there is no specific reason the company would change the materials it uses in
its current processes.
When speaking with architects, designers, and contractors, the theme of a lack of consumer
awareness and preference holding back the growth of the salvaged materials market
continued. If consumers are not inquiring about or requesting the use of salvaged materials on
their projects, companies are typically not going to recommend them, and the less companies
there are recommending or offering salvaged materials as options, the less consumers there
will be inquiring about them. Many industry professionals felt in order for this reoccurring cycle
to be reversed, consumer awareness and consumer preference for salvaged materials needs
increase first.
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Inconsistent Materials
Several architects mentioned that although salvaged materials, particularly wood, is typically
higher in quality than virgin wood, there is still inconsistent quality among salvaged wood based
on where it was sourced. This has made companies reluctant to get into the market as the lack
of consistent quality can make it difficult for them to produce a durable final product, and
ensure they have enough material to manufacture the entire product. It can also delay the
timeline of projects, as architects may have to find salvaged materials from multiple sources to
collect enough quality pieces for a project. The inconsistent quality that some salvaged wood
has also increases the liability for companies. This has been seen in projects where the salvaged
wood did not have a Canadian Standards Association (CSA) certification, forcing the company to
be held fully liable for the project.
Lack of Education
When speaking with BCIT students in the Architecture and Building Technology Program, it
became evident that a lack of education in programs related to the salvaged materials market is
another factor holding back the growth of the industry. These students mentioned that despite
the fact that they will be going into professions that have the potential to use salvaged
materials in their practice, there was almost no content focused on the salvaged materials
market. Some students mentioned that teachers had touched on it briefly throughout their
time in the program, although there were no real learning objectives related to salvaged
materials. Although these students are not in a program specifically focused on sustainable
building, they will be filling positions in various industries which have the ability to make a
noticeable impact in the salvaged materials market.
Lack of Incentive
Several construction companies who were interviewed mentioned a lack of incentives and
funding from the government as factors preventing the growth of the salvaged materials
market, from both the company and consumer side. These companies did note the current tax
incentives in place, although the majority of them felt the incentives needed to be larger for
companies and consumers to increase uptake. Concosts, a construction company who is not
currently using salvaged materials in their projects, mentioned they would be open to the
possibility of working with them, or working with companies who use them, if they were
incentivized by the government.
Cost, Time, & Familiarity
Many architects, designers, and contactors stated that they were reluctant to start projects
involving salvaged materials due to factors such as the high-costs that may be associated with
sourcing these materials, increased project time, and lack of familiarity with this market. These
industry professionals mentioned that this combination of unattractive factors has made using
salvaged materials seen as a huge burden within the construction industry. Companies who are
already working with virgin materials are rarely open to evaluating the potential use of salvaged
materials in their practice, as they assume it is almost always cheaper and quicker to source
virgin materials and are unlikely to change their standardized processes and suppliers.
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High Local Demand Materials
When interviewing industry professionals to gain insights on the salvaged materials with high
potential for local demand, several common materials were mentioned including wood, steel,
stained glass, metal, and concrete.
Wood
When interviewing architects, contractors, designers and other professionals involved in the
salvaged materials industry, the vast majority of the answers were synonymous when asked
about the salvaged materials with high potential for local demand. The common theme was
that salvaged wood has the most demand currently, and the most potential demand by a wide
margin from consumers and companies. This is due to a variety of factors such as the depth of
supply, versatility, durability, and the attractive aesthetic it can give to the interior or exterior of
a home or building.
Steel
Steel was regularly mentioned as another salvaged material with high potential for local
demand. Salvaged steel retains most of its value after one, or multiple lifetimes due to its
strength and durability, making it an ideal salvaged material to use for structural purposes. It
was found that salvaged steel has often been used for multiple purposes, and has a unique
character and story behind it, making it more attractive to consumers. Pipes made from
salvaged steel were mentioned by industry professionals such as architects, designers, and
contractors as a product that has the potential to increase demand in the local industry.
Salvaged steel pipes are often overlooked, although they provide a one-of-a-kind look and
withstand many lifetimes, making them attractive to companies in the building industry, and
consumers.
Stained Glass
Salvaged stained glass windows were found to have high potential for local demand when
interviewing industry professionals. These windows provide a unique, one-of-a-kind aesthetic
that cannot be found in virgin glass. If consumers want to incorporate this look into their
projects, their only supply option is using salvaged stained-glass windows.
Metal
It was found that various metals such as copper, aluminum, brass and bronze, commonly
referred to as non-ferrous metals, have high potential for local demand within Vancouver’s
salvaged materials market. These metals are less susceptible to corrosion, and are incredibly
durable over time, giving them the ability to withstand Vancouver’s cold and wet winters.
Several companies mentioned that they want to ensure the salvaged materials they are using
will not decay and lose quality faster than the virgin materials they had the ability to use will.
Non-ferrous metals provide companies and consumers with reassurance that they will have
longevity in their application, increasing their potential for local demand.
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Concrete
Students in the BCIT Architecture and Building Technology Program mentioned, among the
various materials used in the construction process, concrete is most detrimental for the
environment. It takes up roughly 70 percent of most building mass and is rarely salvaged. The
sheer volume of concrete used on the average building makes it one of the most highly
demanded materials within the construction industry. If the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste
2040 Strategy can work with companies to find ways to salvage and re-use some of the
concrete waste, it has the potential to be one of the most highly demanded salvaged materials.
Various
When speaking with Josh Tyler, the Office Manager at The Antique Market, he spoke on several
finished salvaged products that have a high potential for local demand. Some of the products
Josh mentioned included, iron bars, fur beams, wooden doors made from old growth wood, car
headlights, sink taps, old wagon wheels, and even propellers from planes. The Antique Market
frequently deals with consumers who are looking to make chandeliers from wagon wheels, to
give their home a steampunk style, similar to the Victorian era. A lot of the customers The
Antique Market sees are looking for products to last 50 – 60 years. Doors made from salvaged
old growth wood are often attractive to these customers because they are extremely durable,
and typically have the ability to last over 100 years.
Josh mentioned that iron bars have high potential for local demand because a lot of the
industrial businesses throughout Vancouver use them to cover their windows for security
purposes. Since these businesses are typically not concerned with the appearance of their
building, iron bars are an ideal material to salvage as they may have a rustic and aged look that
some companies do not find aesthetically pleasing for the exterior of a building. Josh also
mentioned reclaimed fur wood beams as salvaged product that has the potential to increase
the uptake of the salvaged materials market. Salvaged fur beams are very popular with
restaurants and breweries, in particular, as many of the breweries in Vancouver are aiming to
create spaces with a rustic look and feel.
Owner of Proscape Landscape, Alan Morris, mentioned that salvaged concrete, natural stone
blocks, timbers, and milled-wood are all in high demand from his local clients. Alan mentioned
that his customer base of middle to upper-class home-owners are demanding these specific
salvaged materials, “these types of customers are attracted to [the above noted] salvaged
materials due to the unique and one-of-a-kind look and feel they bring to the exterior of their
home”. He mentioned these clients are looking for ways to differentiate the exterior of their
homes, and using salvaged materials is one of the ways they can do so. This is consistent with
one of the themes found in secondary research; customers are drawn to salvaged materials in
large part for the distinct aesthetic they have in comparison to virgin materials.
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Ramon Gonzalez, a project architect for Arcus Consulting, mentioned that any salvaged
materials with a story behind where they came from and what they were used for in previous
lifetimes would likely have high potential for local demand. Ramon mentioned consumers are
looking for unique products to incorporate into their homes. If there is a story behind the
salvaged material it adds to the character, in turn, often increasing the attractiveness of the
material to the consumer. With this in mind, durable salvaged materials such as metal, brick
and stone have potential for high local demand, as they can withstand many lifetimes and
provide the rustic aesthetic and unique character many consumers are looking for.
The students from BCIT’s Architecture Building Program spoke on a lack of salvaged materials
that can be utilized for sealant. These students mentioned that there are currently no
renewable products that can properly seal a house, although if there was it would have the
potential to make a significant impact on the amount of virgin materials that are used
throughout the building process. Since insulation is not visible on the interior, it is easier to
promote the use of salvaged materials for insulation to consumers, in particular, if they are set
on using virgin materials for the aesthetic aspect.
Several architects brought up the use of salvaged wood to create biomass heat as a secondary
purpose the wood can be used for. These architects also mentioned that some of the
greenhouses in the Lower Mainland were starting to switch to biomass heat. This presents a
strong opportunity for the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy to promote the
secondary use of salvaged wood to greenhouses, as more of them are looking for ways to
create biomass heat and can utilize salvaged wood to do so.
Several industry professionals suggested the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy
could grow the market for salvaged materials by focusing on salvaged products which have
shown promise for high potential local demand, such as salvaged wood flooring. Regardless of
where the wood comes from, consumers are often looking for wood with a rustic and antique
aesthetic for their hardwood flooring, something salvaged wood almost always provides. It was
recommended that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy works in collaboration
with flooring companies who work with salvaged wood or are open to the possibility of
incorporating it into their practice, to help expand the reach of these companies and increase
consumer awareness of their potential to use salvaged wood for flooring.

Market Growth Recommendations
Throughout the interviews conducted with industry professionals and students, several
common themes were found that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy can take
action on to grow, promote and increase demand within the salvaged materials market. The
two main themes that were uncovered throughout the qualitative research were increasing
consumer awareness and preference for salvaged materials, as well as increasing government
intervention in various forms to increase the demand salvaged materials.
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Education & Intervention
Industry professionals suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy should
be aiming to educate consumers on where they can source salvaged materials, what materials
are salvageable, and the various applications these materials can be used for. Along with
educating consumers, government intervention was recommended to increase the uptake of
salvaged materials from the companies. It was suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero
Waste 2040 Strategy can intervene in a variety of ways. These suggestions included supporting
and promoting companies, organizations and online platforms that work with salvaged
materials, and creating mandates that require companies to use a certain amount of salvaged
materials during the design and construction process, rather than just focusing on waste
diversion requirements to increase the supply of these materials.
In order to educate local consumers on where salvaged materials can be found, it was
recommended that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy should increase its use of
online education platforms, such as websites, blogs, and online communities. Rustic Urban
Furniture mentioned that creating a Facebook market place would be a valuable tactic the City
of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy could use. Facebook is widespread with online
communities for reselling clothing, shoes, and electronics, although there are not a lot of
communities selling or offering salvaged materials. If the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy can develop its own Facebook community for consumers to buy, trade, or donate
salvaged materials, it will educate consumers, and increase their awareness that salvaged
materials are readily available.
Several architects and designers mentioned the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy
could create an online platform similar to Craigslist, but specifically for salvaged materials,
mentioning Surrey New and Used as an example of what the platform could look and operate
like. Industry professionals felt if more platforms similar to Surrey New and Used were backed
with government support and promotion, it would increase consumers awareness of the
salvaged materials and products that are available and what applications they can be used for.
Nearly all of the industry professionals who were interviewed felt if City of Vancouver’s Zero
Waste 2040 Strategy could increase its involvement in the salvaged materials market, it would
likely bring key stakeholders into the discussion to help grow and promote this market. Irina
Mckenzie, from Fabcycle, provided an example of successful government intervention when
she was part of a project called Leverage Lab, an effort made to increase the amount of
collaboration between progressive companies looking to reduce the amount of waste produced
in the apparel industry. Once Metro Vancouver created a report on how these companies could
minimize waste and the City of Vancouver stepped in, key stakeholders in the industry began to
join the discussion, resulting in an increase in pull from policy makers and bottom
organizations.
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Students in the BCIT Architecture and Design program felt targeting post-secondary schools to
raise awareness and educate younger generations on the salvaged materials industry is another
effective way the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy can influence the public. In
particular, it was suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy should
target programs that involve architecture, design, carpentry, and any other programs that will
place students in professions that have the ability to work with salvaged materials. These
students mentioned various ways that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy could
increase awareness and promote the use of salvaged materials when targeting post-secondary
schools. Some of the suggestions included sending representatives from the City of Vancouver
to speak about the salvaged materials market at post-secondary schools with programs related
to the architecture and building industries and partnering with these institutions to ensure they
are providing their students with the content focused around the need to increase uptake in
the salvaged materials market.
Josh Tyler, Office Manager at The Antique Market mentioned that he felt the City of
Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy could help grow and promote the salvaged materials
market by encouraging consumers to purchase recycled furniture, in particular, with younger
consumers between ages 20 to 35. Josh noted several examples of customers in this age range
that visit The Antique Market and find the company’s items to be too expensive, due to their
lack of knowledge about how long salvaged wood products will last. He gave examples of how
these customers are often wearing shoes that cost more than the company’s tables, which
retail for around $200, yet they are still reluctant to spend that much on a table. Josh said that
if these individuals are purchasing shoes for $200 that last no more than two years, it must be a
lack of education about the longevity of salvaged wood products that is preventing them from
making purchases, as the table’s and other salvaged products the company offers will likely last
the customers lifetime. Josh felt educating the public through small municipalities would be the
most effective way to raise awareness in the local market for salvaged materials.
Greg Kelley, a private Carpenter, spoke on how the BC film industry would be a smart group for
the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy and other municipalities to focus on when
looking to grow the market for salvaged materials. Greg mentioned this industry consumes
immense amounts of building materials to use for five-minute sets, and then send it all to
landfills because it is cheaper than paying for recycling companies to come and clear the
materials. The film industry has more than enough funding to pay for the proper disposal of
these materials, which would decrease a significant amount of waste and generate salvaged
materials for reuse. To help increase the speed of the uptake in the film industry, as well as all
other industries that produce salvaged materials, the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy could look to subsidize some of the recycling fees companies are reluctant to pay.
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Consumer Focus
The vast majority of industry professionals who were interviewed felt consumers are crucial to
target first in order to grow the demand in the salvaged materials market, because they
typically have the final word on what materials will be used in their project. If the uptake
among consumers does not increase, it will be difficult for companies to push for the use of
these materials. Despite how much a company may push to incorporate salvaged materials into
a project, they will not risk losing a client if the customer has their mind set on using virgin
materials.
Industry professionals mentioned that most consumers they work with are not aware of the
materials that can be salvaged and repurposed, and which are past the point of reuse and need
to be recycled. This has led to a lot of salvageable material and products being thrown away
and sent to landfills. Increasing consumers’ understanding and knowledge of what salvaged
materials can be used for in primary and secondary purposes, and their ability to often be used
for more than one lifetime will help the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy grow the
market organically.
Many of the architects and designers who were interviewed mentioned providing consumers
with a back story of the energy consumption and resources needed to produce virgin materials
would likely impact consumer preferences and buying behaviour. The reality is, that despite a
recent increase in consumer inquiries about where products are coming from and how they are
made, the majority of individuals are not asking these questions, and are unaware of the
environmental impact caused from producing virgin materials. Providing consumers with a clear
example of the environmental impact of producing a virgin material in comparison to the that
of a salvaged material would likely shock many consumers and get them to re-evaluate their
next purchase of virgin materials or products.
Some of the architects and designers who were interviewed stated that salvaged materials are
often sitting in warehouses such as Habitat for Humanity, waiting to be used for a project due
to the lack of demand. Providing consumers with information on how these materials can be
reused would be an effective way to increase the demand within the Vancouver market. This
would help increase consumers understanding that salvaged materials often have a secondary
purpose and can often be used for more than one type of application. Instead of salvaging
wood and materials to strictly be reused for the same purpose they had in its previous lifetime,
consumers will start to recognize various ways to use these materials for a secondary purpose.
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Josh from The Antique Market mentioned educating consumers on the lack of quality in a lot of
the cheaper virgin products made today would be an effective way to increase the value
consumers see in salvaged products. He spoke on how a lot of the doors made today are made
with Medium Density Fibreboard (MDF), which is sawdust that is glued and pressed together.
These products cannot be re-sanded or reused, and do not compare in quality to salvaged
wooden doors. There are also a lot of chemicals that go into manufacturing MDF doors that are
harmful to the environment. If the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 strategy can
communicate these messages to the pubic it will likely impact the demand within the salvaged
materials market.
Lastly, some industry professionals suggested traditional marketing tactics would be the best
way to grow the market for salvaged materials. Kevin Stapelmann, a local carpenter, felt
television commercials would be the most effective way to promote the uptake of salvaged
materials, due to its ability to capture a large audience over a short period of time. Dave Mead,
from Mead Contracting, felt that promoting the use of these materials through a website would
be a valuable way to educate and increase demand among consumers. Dave mentioned that
creating a website showing the end use advantages and environmental benefits of using
salvaged materials, with a list of organizations for where consumers would can find them.
Industry Professionals & Companies
Among the various professionals that have the potential to work with salvaged materials, it was
found that architects designers are an effective and influential group to target when aiming to
grow the salvaged materials market. These professionals are often the project leaders or
managers, hired as a consultant to help the client and contractors work together to complete a
project. Architects and designers drive projects forward, as they make the majority of the
decisions throughout the design and planning phases. Since they work closely with the client
throughout the design stage, they have the potential to influence consumers on the various
materials they choose for different ends of their project. If the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste
2040 Strategy can work with architecture and design companies looking to play a role in
sustainable building, it will help educate consumers and influence their buying decisions.
Reaching consumers through architects would be an effective way to help change consumer
preferences because the messages will be delivered through professionals who have credibility
with consumers.
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A group of students in the BCIT Architectural and Building Technology Program, one of which
had worked in the architecture industry and came back to school, shared valuable insights on
what they felt the next major change in industry standards would be; using salvaged materials
for insulation. These students have studied the innovative efforts countries such as Sweden and
Germany have implemented to build more sustainably and found that the processes used by
these countries are often adopted in North America several years later. Sweden, Germany and
other leading countries are utilizing materials such as wood from pulp mills as wood fibre
insulation for buildings, salvaging an immense amount of materials that would otherwise be
sent to landfills. These students suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy should attempt to identify innovative companies who are willing to adopt this practice,
to help grow the demand for salvaged materials.
Certifications
Several industry professionals suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy
should attempt to develop more certifications such as LEED, LBC, and Net Zero Energy.
Currently in the construction industry, there are few certifications that acknowledge
companies’ sustainability efforts for incorporating the use of salvaged materials throughout the
construction process. If more certifications like these were offered, it would add another
incentive for companies to incorporate salvaged materials into their projects and requires
minimal funding from the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy. Finding ways to
incentivize consumers and companies while minimizing the expenditures needed to do so is
valuable for the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy, as it allows funds to be utilized
for traditional marketing tactics that may be used to increase awareness and demand.
Industry professionals mentioned companies running LEED projects are often spending more
money on the additional processes associated with qualifying for LEED, including sourcing
salvaged materials, than the tax incentive they receive is. The companies working on LEED
projects are typically focused on the certification because of the public image that it will give
the company, as it shows a sustainability initiative and an environmentally sound business. The
potential financial gain is usually seen as a bonus for companies, since it is not guaranteed that
the tax incentive companies receive will yield a greater return than the extra amount spent on
the project to qualify for LEED. It was suggested that if the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040
Strategy could increase the tax incentives companies are getting, it would increase the amount
of companies starting LEED projects.
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Incentives
A large portion of the industry professionals and students that were interviewed recommended
that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy should look to increase the financial
incentives offered to consumers and companies for using salvaged materials on projects.
Architects and contractors both felt they needed to see higher profit margins when using
salvaged materials in their projects. These industry professionals mentioned cases where
companies were spending more to use salvaged materials than the compensation they received
as a tax incentive was. If companies are ensured the tax incentives they receive for
incorporating salvaged materials into their projects will outweigh the additional costs that may
result from sourcing these materials, it will increase the attractiveness for companies to
integrate salvaged materials into their projects.
Various industry professionals suggested that the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy
could introduce an incentive to compensate companies who create living buildings, such as the
day care at SFU. Although this is currently a certification that is regarded more highly than a
platinum LEED certification, there is currently no financial incentive for creating a living
building. These buildings are extremely sustainable and environmentally friendly, from how
they are built, to how they function. If more living buildings are created, the demand for
salvaged materials from companies will increase, as using these materials during the building
process is one of the criteria that will allow a building to be considered “living”. Providing
incentives for companies that reach this certification on projects will likely increase the amount
of companies looking to start living building projects, in turn, increase the amount of salvaged
materials that are used in the construction industry.
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Summary
Throughout 25 interviews with industry professionals and students involved in the architecture,
design, and building industries, it was found that the local market for salvaged materials has
high potential to grow if solutions can be found for the various barriers preventing market
growth. The architecture, design and building industries were found to have the largest impact
on the salvaged materials market currently, and the most potential to increase its growth in
years to come. Other industries such as food and service, film, and retail were also mentioned
to have potential to grow the salvaged materials market.
Increasing consumer awareness and consumer preference for salvaged materials were also
commonly mentioned as key aspects of growing the salvaged materials market. Companies and
consumers work off one-another, and unless there is an increase in uptake from both sides, the
market will not grow at the rate it has the potential to. This is a valuable time for the City of
Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy to implement efforts that will increase consumer
preference for salvaged materials, as there has been a recent increase in awareness about the
environment and how consumers can make sustainable choices.
Industry professionals and students both mentioned a number of factors that were holding
back the growth of the market. These factors included the stringent rules and regulations that
companies have to follow when working with salvaged materials, a lack of consumer awareness
and preference, and an inconsistent supply of materials. Other factors were also noted such as
a lack of education from consumers, a lack of incentive for companies, and the potential
increased costs and time of projects.
Industry professionals such as architects, designers and contractors mentioned among the vast
list of materials that can be salvaged, there are a number that have the highest potential for
local demand. These materials consist of various types of wood, steel, stained glass, metal, and
concrete.
In order to grow the local market for salvaged materials, industry professionals and students
felt the City of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy should aim to educate the public on their
ability to salvage their own materials, sources where they can be found, and the various
applications they can be used in. Increasing government intervention was also mentioned as an
effective way the city of Vancouver’s Zero Waste 2040 Strategy could grow the market for
salvaged materials. Industry professionals mentioned the government could intervene by
creating mandates that require the use of salvaged materials in building and design, and
increasing the incentives offered to companies and consumers for using these materials.
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Marketing Plan
Introduction
To foster the local market for salvaged materials, the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action
Plan will run the campaign “Reclaim Vancouver”, from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
This campaign will include a variety of marketing efforts such as, public relations, earned media,
and digital and direct marketing.
Within Vancouver, the supply of salvaged materials currently outweighs consumer demand by a
wide margin. This demand-supply gap is expected to increase in years to come, therefore, this
campaign will have a large focus on increasing the awareness and uptake of salvaged materials
with consumers. The Reclaim Vancouver campaign will increase the awareness of the salvaged
materials market by educating consumers on topics such as what materials can be salvaged,
where consumers can source or donate these materials, and what applications these materials
can be used for. This campaign will aim to change consumer preference by communicating the
benefits and advantages of using salvaged materials, and why there is a growing need to
increase the uptake of this market.

Marketing Objectives
The following objectives were set for the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to grow
the local market for salvaged materials:
1. Grow the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
platforms by 5000, 2000, and 500 followers, respectively, from January 1, 2020, to
December 31, 2021.
2. Grow the click through rate from the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan social
media accounts to its salvaged wood and materials webpage, by 0.5 percent from January
1, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
*The breakdown of calculations and forecasts used to develop these objectives can be found in
Appendix B*

Target Market
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will target homeowners, and other
individuals that purchase home fixtures, home decor and furniture, between the ages of 25 to
65. These consumers are the most important group to target when implementing tactics to
grow the salvaged materials market, as a change in consumer preference will increase the
number of companies working with salvaged materials. Homeowners will be the primary target
for the Reclaim Vancouver campaign, as they have the ability to incorporate salvage materials
into their homes without restrictions from property management organizations. Reclaim
Vancouver will communicate compelling and meaningful messages geared towards the target
market, with the end goal of educating and increasing consumers preference for salvaged
materials.
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Through using various forms of marketing including, public relations, earned media, and digital
and direct marketing, Reclaim Vancouver will be able to reach each generation of consumers
within its target market. Reclaim Vancouver will use the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City
Action Plan existing social media channels including Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. This will
help increase the reach of this campaigns’ messages with all age groups of the target market, as
each platforms popularity and frequency of use varies depending on age (Spredfast, 2019).
Reclaim Vancouver will also use the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan existing
newsletter to communicate its messages with an audience who has already shown interest in
increasing the sustainability of Vancouver.

Positioning
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will position roughly half of the messages in
the Reclaim Vancouver campaign to illustrate the advantages and benefits of using salvaged
materials for consumers. These messages will highlight the quality, unique aesthetic, and
sustainability that salvaged materials provide, to educate and positively impact the viewpoint
consumers have towards this market. The other half of the positioning Strategy will aim to
change consumer preference by communicating messages that provoke emotion within the
target market. These messages will focus on shocking volume of materials that are consistently
thrown away and not utilized when they have the potential to be salvaged. Using emotional
messages will allow the Reclaim Vancouver campaign to resonate with the target market and
initiate a change in their buying behaviour to grow the salvaged materials market.
All of the messages in the Reclaim Vancouver campaign will touch on potential consumers have
to increase the growth of the salvaged materials market, and the impact that the growth of this
market could have on Vancouver’s sustainability. This combination of informational and
emotional messages will allow the Reclaim Vancouver campaign to educate consumers on the
salvaged materials market, while also increasing consumer preference for these materials.

Promotion
The Reclaim Vancouver campaigns promotions will consist of public relations, earned media,
and digital and direct marketing. Using this variety of promotional tactics will maximize the
reach that the campaign has with its large target market. All of these tactics will be used to
raise awareness and educate the public on the local market for salvaged materials, and change
consumer preference, with the end goal of generating followers and traffic to the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan social media platforms and salvaged wood and materials
webpage.
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Creative
The Reclaim Vancouver campaign will use two creatives; “Sustainable Style”, and “What a
Waste”, which will be displayed throughout its public relations, earned media, and digital and
direct marketing efforts. These creatives will focus on communicating different messages to
ensure the campaign incorporates both sides of the positioning strategy.
The Sustainable Style creative will show two pictures side by side, on a light brown background.
The picture on the left-side of the creative will show a deconstruction site with piles of various
salvaged materials that were collected, and the right-side picture will display a black and white
interior of a home, with the furniture, home fixtures, flooring, siding, walls, and other salvaged
products made from the materials in picture one, highlighted in color.
Sustainable Style will be the heading of the creative, with a sub heading that reads; “These
materials are usually seen as waste, although this is what they can and should be used to
make”, both headings will be placed above the photo on the background. There will be small
text box in the bottom right of the home interior picture, with the heading; “Products made
from the salvaged materials seen in picture one”. Under the heading, there will be a bullet list
of each highlighted product in the home was made from salvaged materials, to make the
salvaged products even easier to identify. This creative will educate consumers on the vast
number of products that can be made with salvaged materials, and the unique aesthetic and
character they bring to the interior of a home.
The What a Waste creative will show an image of BC Place from a sideview, with a year’s worth
of Vancouver’s building material waste piled up from the field. The side of the building shown in
the creative will be transparent, so the waste is visible from the field up. What a Waste will be
the heading on the creative and be placed in the top center of the image. The creative will also
have a small the box in the bottom right corner stating; “This is the waste Vancouver creates
from building alone each year, help eliminate this waste by choosing salvaged materials and
products”.
The What a Waste creative will communicate an emotional and inspirational message with the
end goal of increasing consumer preference for salvaged materials. This creative will also focus
on the potential consumers have to make a significant impact on the growth of the salvaged
material market, if there is a change in their buying behaviour.
The Sustainable Style and What a Waste creatives that are sent to earned media platforms, and
on the public relations event posters, will have #ReclaimVancouver on the bottom left of each
image, so consumers can search the hashtag on various social media platforms and find content
related to the salvaged materials market. The version of these creatives that are used for social
media will have #ReclaimVancouver in the caption below the photo, so users can click on the
hashtag and be directed to a page showing all the #ReclaimVancouver tagged content.
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Public Relations
Reclaim Vancouver will use public relations to make a deeper connection with the target
market when raising awareness and increasing consumer preference for salvaged materials.
Various public relations tactics will be used throughout the two-year plan, such as kiosks at
schools, home and garden shows, and a sustainability summit, and distributing material
scorecards to local companies working with salvaged materials.
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will have a consistent layout for its kiosks at
the various events. These kiosks will have a table with environmentally friendly pens and bags
to give away to the public, with the What a Waste and Sustainable Style creatives on posters,
placed on either side of the table. The pens and bags will have “#ReclaimVancouver” as the
main logo with a smaller logo under it that says; “The City of Vancouver Greenest City Action
Plan”. A representative from the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will be behind
the table to educate individuals who visit the kiosk on the salvaged materials market and offer
the free Reclaim Vancouver swag.
Post-Secondary Schools
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will run one-day kiosks once per year at three
different post-secondary schools, for two years. The first kiosk will be at University of British
Columbia, the second at British Columbia Institute of Technology, and the third will be held at
Emily Carr University. The goal will be to target upcoming industry professionals going into
fields such as architecture and design, building, and carpentry.
Summits
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will run a kiosk at the Ecocity World Summit,
which is hosted in Vancouver. This summit brings a distinct mix of researchers, policy makers,
and sustainable building professionals together from 75 countries to educate consumers and on
sustainability. This is a valuable event for the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to
attend and raise awareness on the local market for salvaged materials, while also introducing
Vancouver based companies that are growing the salvaged materials market (Ecocity world
summit 2019, 2019).
Home Design & Garden Shows
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will also run kiosks at the BC Home & Garden Show and
the Vancouver Home & Design show once a year, for the entire five days that both shows run.
These shows are a valuable platform for the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to
educate the public on the local market for salvaged materials, while also changing consumer
preference for these materials. Influential members of Reclaim Vancouver’s target market will
be at these shows, such as business owners of architecture and design companies, which will
allow the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to penetrate an important part of the
campaigns target audience.
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Score Cards
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will build performance scorecards that will be
distributed to local companies working with salvaged building materials. These performance
scorecards will provide consumers with detailed information on the salvaged products they are
looking to purchase, such as the products level of sustainability, what materials were used to
make the product, and the percentage of salvaged materials in the final product.
Utilizing performance scorecards will be an effective way to educate consumers on the
materials that have the potential to be salvaged, and likely surprise many individuals on the
amount of salvaged materials that are in some of the products they are browsing. According to
Oxfam’s Behind the Brands campaign, the scorecards it utilized focused on food production and
waste, not only encouraged consumers to think about twice about their purchase decisions, but
also increased the number of companies looking to reduce their carbon footprint by
incorporating more sustainable practices (Top 10 sustainability campaigns of 2014, n.d.).
Public Relations Rationale
Public relations will be used throughout the Reclaim Vancouver campaign because it gives
consumers a personalized educational experience, and consumers have more trust in messages
that are delivered in person. The messages delivered at these shows through the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan public relations kiosks, will be informative and provoke
emotion. These messages will communicate the need to increase consumer uptake of salvaged
materials in order for the local market to see the growth it has potential for. These messages
will also build trust with the target audience which will help to change consumer preference for
salvaged materials.
Earned Media
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will use its earned media relationships with
various online, television, radio, and newsprint media outlets to educate the target audience on
salvaged materials and change consumer preference. The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City
Action Plan will focus on sending Reclaim Vancouver messages to the news outlets with the
largest reach such as CBC News online, The Vancouver Sun newspaper, CTV News, and City
News 1130. Using a diverse range of media platforms will allow the Reclaim Vancouver
campaign messages to reach each age group within it its target market.
The messages sent through online news platforms will reach consumers between the ages of 25
to 49, as 97 percent of consumers between these ages use the internet, often for news related
information. The messages delivered through radio and local television networks will reach
consumers that between the ages of 55 to 65 in the target market, as individuals 55 and older
make up the majority of radio and television stations audience. The messages sent through
newspaper will reach consumers that are 53 and older, as they make up the majority of the
audience for this news outlet.
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The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will aim to have one earned media message
sent out per month, for every month of the two-year marketing plan. The various media outlets
will be asked to show pictures of both the Sustainable Style and What a Waste creatives, while
providing the audience with an overview of the local salvaged materials market. This overview
will consist of informing consumers on common materials that can be salvaged, organizations
where they can find and donate these materials, the benefits of using salvaged materials, and
how vital it is for consumers to increase their uptake of these materials in order for the market
to grow.
The messages that the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will ask media outlets to
communicate will be informative, and provoke emotion with the target market, as consumers
are more likely to take action on messages that create emotion, rather than messages that
strictly provide information. These media outlets will be asked to end their message by
providing the audience with the name of the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan
salvaged wood and materials webpage, and its social media platforms. This tactic will increase
traffic to the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan salvaged wood and materials
webpage and its social media channels, to help reach both marketing objectives.
The full list of news outlets the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will target for its
Reclaim Vancouver campaign can be found listed below:
•

Online
CBC News
The Globe and Mail
CTV News
Global News
Newspaper
o The Vancouver Sun
o Metro Vancouver
o The Province
o 24 Hours Vancouver
Television
o CTV News
o CBC News
o Global BC News
Radio Stations
o City News 1130
o CBC Listen
o 980 CKNW (Global Radio News).
o
o
o
o

•

•

•
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Earned Media Rationale
Using earned media to communicate the messages in the Reclaim Vancouver campaign will
allow the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to reach a large audience from credible
and unbiased sources, with minimal or no funding. Consumers will likely be more receptive to
these messages, as they are coming from organizations that do not have an agenda to grow the
local market for salvaged materials.
Digital Marketing
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action plan will use various digital marketing platforms to
educate consumers on the local salvaged materials market and change consumer preference.
The digital marketing tactics will consist of utilizing the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action
Plan social media channels, and the salvaged wood and materials webpage on the Greenest City
website, to promote the uptake of salvaged materials to Reclaim Vancouver’s target market.
Social Media
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will use its existing Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram channels to communicate Reclaim Vancouver’s messages. These social media
platforms are an effective way to reach individuals in Reclaim Vancouver’s target market, as
they already have a following from consumers who have shown interest in improving
Vancouver’s sustainability.
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan social media channels will post messages
about the Reclaim Vancouver campaign once per week minimum, to increase engagement from
the target market. The Sustainable Style and What a Waste creatives will each be posted once
every two months, alternating each month to ensure the images are not overused and crowd
the platform with redundant content. The other weekly posts will be made on various holidays
and environmental dates, such as new years and earth day. This will allow the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to deliver messages about salvaged materials on days
where social media platforms see an increase in engagement.
Each post will consist of various write ups about salvaged materials, such as what materials
consumers can salvage, where they can source and donate these materials, the benefits of
using salvaged materials, and how vital it is for consumers to increase their uptake of these
materials for the local market to reach its growth potential and improve Vancouver’s
sustainability. Every write up will end with the Reclaim Vancouver hashtag, and a call to action
to learn more about salvaged materials by clicking click the URL to the City of Vancouver’s
Greenest City Action Plan salvaged wood and materials webpage.
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will also contact all Vancouver companies
working with salvaged materials to inform them of the Reclaim Vancouver campaign, and
encourage these organizations to post #ReclaimVancouver on any posts they make about their
ongoing projects. This is an effective way to the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan
can grow the number of posts with the Reclaim Vancouver hashtag, and will attract companies
as it gives their business increased exposure.
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Online
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will create a webpage for salvaged materials,
which will be called “Salvaged Wood & Materials in Vancouver”. This webpage will be found
within the Greenest City Action Plan tab on Vancouver.ca. The salvaged wood and materials
webpage will be the hub for educating consumers on salvaged materials, and the various ways
they can get involved to grow the market. The webpage layout and URL can be found below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Webpage Title: Salvaged Wood & Materials in Vancouver
Heading 1: Vancouver’s Salvaged Wood & Materials Market
Heading 2: Benefits of Using Salvaged Wood & Materials
Heading 3: Where You Can Find Salvaged Wood & Materials
Heading 4: What Materials You Can Salvage
URL: https://vancouver.ca/green-vancouver.aspx/salvagedwood&materials

As mentioned in the social media section, there will be a call to action on every social media
post made by the City of Vancouver’s Greenest Action Plan, for consumers to learn about
salvaged materials, by clicking the salvaged wood and materials webpage URL. Linking the City
of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan salvaged wood and materials webpage to its social
media accounts will increase the webpage’s traffic from individuals who have shown interest in
the local salvaged materials market.
Webpage Layout
The description of information consumers will find under each heading/section of the salvaged
wood and materials webpage can be found below.
Vancouver’s Salvaged Wood & Materials Market
This section will provide a brief overview of the current salvaged materials market in
Vancouver. It will discuss topics such as the amount of materials that are sent to landfills when
they have the potential to be salvaged, the volume of materials that were salvaged per year
over the last three years, and how it is vital for consumers to increase their uptake of these
materials in order for the market make a significant impact on Vancouver’s sustainability.
Benefits of Using Salvaged Wood & Materials
This section will detail the variety of benefits that working with salvaged materials provides for
consumers and companies, focused primarily on salvaged wood. Some the benefits that will be
discussed relating to salvaged wood include the quality and durability, sustainability, unique
aesthetic, depth of supply, and reduced project costs. Other materials such as steel, various
metals, concrete, and stained glass will also be mentioned in the benefits section, mostly
focusing on the reduced costs of sourcing these materials and the unique aesthetic they
provide.
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Where You Can Find Salvaged Wood & Materials
This section will provide a list of the companies in Vancouver currently working with salvaged
materials and include the URL of each company’s website, which will drive traffic to these
company’s websites and increase their reach. The list will include companies who sell finished
salvaged products, work with salvaged materials in their projects, and organizations that
warehouse and sell salvaged materials to the public. This list will provide consumers with the
information they need to take action and play a role in the salvaged materials market, and in
turn, increase the uptake of these materials.
At the bottom of the list of companies, there will be a note with an asterisk stating; “*Please
contact the City of Vancouver if your company works with salvaged materials and is not listed,
we apologize for the inconvenience*”. This will ensure the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City
Action Plan is not seen as favoring certain organizations, and may increase the size of the
company list, if the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan was not able to find various
companies due to a lack of their online presence. The list of companies suggested to include in
this list can be found in Appendix C.
What Materials You Can Salvage
Under this section of the website there will be a description of what materials and products
consumers can salvage, and their ability to be reused for primary or secondary purposes. This
description will primarily focus on salvaged wood, while also touching materials such as
concrete, steel, various metals, and stained glass. There will also be a brief description of the
types of applications these materials can be used for, such as flooring, doors, paneling,
furniture, and windows.
Digital Marketing Rationale
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will use digital marketing because it has
complete control of the content on the various online platforms it will use and can tailor this
content to the target market. Another attractive aspect of using digital marketing is that it will
give the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan the ability to interact with consumers
through its various social media platforms, and organically grow the market for salvaged
materials by promoting local companies who work with salvaged materials. The two forms of
digital marketing that will be used throughout the Reclaim Vancouver campaign; social media
and online, will complement one another, as the social media platforms will drive traffic to the
salvaged wood and materials webpage, and the webpage will provide hyperlinks so consumers
can be forwarded to the social media channels.
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Direct Marketing
The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan will use direct marketing through its existing
Greenest City Newsletter, to communicate the Reclaim Vancouver campaign messages with an
audience who has already shown interest in creating a greener environment in Vancouver. The
Sustainable Style and What a Waste creatives will be attached in the newsletter which will be
distributed once per month. The newsletter will diversify its messages each month, focusing on
topics similar to the sections found on the salvaged wood and materials webpage, such as
where consumers can find salvaged materials and what these materials can be used for. All of
the newsletters will also have hyperlinks to the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan
social media platforms and the salvaged wood and materials webpage on Vancouver.ca.
Direct Marketing Rationale
Direct marketing through the Greenest City newsletter will be used because it allows the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan to deliver the Reclaim Vancouver campaign messages to
an audience who is already engaged with the issue of increasing Vancouver’ sustainability.
These messages will have high potential to increase engagement with the target audience, as
they are sent to personal emails of consumers who have shown promise for increasing the
sustainability of Vancouver.

Price
A one-year marketing budget was created for the two-year Reclaim Vancouver campaign, which
will be used for the first and second year of the marketing plan. The marketing budget can be
found in Appendix E.

Marketing Implementation Schedule
The marketing implementation schedule will highlight which months the public relations,
earned media and digital and direct marketing tactics will be implemented throughout the twoyear marketing plan. This marketing implementation schedule is a one-year plan which will also
be used for the second year of the marketing plan. The schedule can be found in Appendix D.

Social Media Implementation Schedule
The social media implementation schedule will consist of posts on the City of Vancouver’s
Greenest City Action Plan Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram platforms. The schedule will
contain the publishing date for each post, the topic/title of the post, content and detail of each
post, the key words and hashtags, as well as the call to action. This social media
implementation schedule is a one-year plan that will also be used for the second year of the
marketing plan. The full schedule can be found attached.
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Summary
In order to grow the local market for salvaged materials, The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City
Action Plan will use a variety of marketing promotions in its two year Reclaim Vancouver
campaign, such as public relations, earned media, and digital and direct marketing. These
promotions will aim to foster the market for salvaged materials by educating consumers on
salvaged materials through informational messages and changing consumer preference
through emotional messages.
The Reclaim Vancouver campaign has two primary objectives it will target to increase the
uptake of salvaged materials in Vancouver. The first objective is to grow the City of Vancouver’s
Greenest City Action Plan Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram platforms by 5000, 2000, and 500
followers, respectively, from January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021. The second objective is to
grow the click through rate from the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan social media
accounts to its salvaged wood and materials webpage, by 0.5 percent, from January 1, 2020 to
December 31, 2021.
The City of Vancouver ‘s Greenest City Action Plan Reclaim Vancouver campaign will target
homeowners and other individuals that purchase home fixtures, home décor and furniture,
between the ages of 25 to 65. The Reclaim Vancouver campaign will position its messages, so
consumers see the variety of benefits related to salvaged materials and recognize the need to
increase their uptake of these materials, in order to grow the market and make an impact on
Vancouver’s sustainability.
There will be two creatives used throughout the Reclaim Vancouver campaigns public relations,
earned media, digital and direct marketing promotions. The Sustainable Style creative will aim
to educate consumers on the benefits of using salvaged materials and increase their
understanding of the potential these materials have to be reused. The What a Waste creative
will be used to increase consumer preference for salvaged materials, by using emotional
messages that focus on the amount of materials wasted in Vancouver each year, that had the
potential to be salvaged.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Interviewee Profiles
Interviewee 1: Nicky Bogio - Student at BCIT Architectural & Building Technology Program
Interviewee 2: Chris Samra – Project Coordinator at Northern Timberhouse & Student at BCIT
Architectural & Building Technology Program
Interviewee 3: Dan Boisvert- Carpenter at Ventana, Student at BCIT Architectural & Building
Technology Program
Interviewee 4: Shaun Kluke - Carpenter for Rustic Urban Furniture
Interviewee 5: Eric Wood - Envelope Engineering – Design & Function of Exterior Structure at
Morrison Hershfield
Interviewee 6: Kevin Stapelmann - Carpenter, Private Contractor
Interviewee 7: Irina Mckenzie - Founder at Fabcycle
Interviewee 8: Adam Corneil - Carpenter/Owner at Unbuilders
Interviewee 9: Dave Mead - Carpenter, Private Contractor
Interviewee 10: Greg Kelley - Carpenter, Private Contractor
Interviewee 11: Caleb Stapelmann - Carpenter at JSN Construction
Interviewee 12: Alan Morris - Owner of Proscape Landscape
Interviewee 13: Ken Ingram - Director of Technical Environmental Services at West Coast
Reduction
Interviewee 14: Mark Bodie - Carpenter at Barnhouse Company
Interviewee 15: Ramon Gonzalez - Architect at Victor Eric Design Group
Interviewee 16: Kevin Le Troy - Owner of Tiburn Construction
Interviewee 17: Craig Mitchell - Director of Innovative Solution at Metric Modular
Interviewee 18: Numaira Obaid - Engineering Team at Chop Value
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Interviewee 19: Samantha Haff - Interior Designer at Browns Social House
Interviewee 20: Lindsay Gurevitch - Interior Designer at Manasc Isaac
Interviewee 21: Jennifer Jones - Freelance Designer
Interviewee 22: Courtney Winstone - Carpenter at Instagram Salvaged Wood Shop
Interviewee 23: Josh Tyler - Office Manager at Antique Market
Interviewee 24: Matt K. Weber - President at Concosts
Interviewee 25: Mark Winslow – Landscape Contractor at Proscape Landscape
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Appendix B
Marketing Objectives Calculations & Forecasts
1. Grow the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan Twitter, Facebook, and
Instagram platforms by 5000, 2000, and 500 followers, respectively, from 2020 to 2021.
• This is an average of 2.8 daily new followers on Twitter, 6.8 daily new followers on
Facebook, and .68 daily new followers on Instagram.
• These social media growth forecasts were calculated by finding the average amount
of new followers the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan grew on its
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram channels per day since their start date, and
multiplying that number by 730 days.
2. Grow the click through rate from all of the City of Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan
social media accounts to its salvaged wood and materials webpage, by .50 percent from
January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2021.
• The average click through rate on social media ads is 0.90 percent, so it was
forecasted that a .50 percent growth in the click through rate from the City of
Vancouver’s Greenest City Action Plan social media platforms to its salvaged wood
and materials webpage, is a realistic target over the two-year marketing plan.
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Appendix C
Where You Can Find Salvaged Wood & Materials - Webpage List
ChopValue
https://chopvalue.ca/
Union Wood Co
https://unionwoodco.com/
Westcoast Wood Slabs
http://www.westcoastwoodslabs.com/
J&S Custom Furniture Co.
http://jsreclaimedwood.com/
Homestead Furniture
https://homesteadfurniturebc.com/
The Antique Market
https://antiquemarket.ca/
Wood Shop
https://www.woodshop.coop/
Farm House Collections
http://farmhousecollections.com/
Studio 126
https://www.studio126yvr.com/
Barn House
http://barnhouse.ca/
Union Wood Co
https://unionwoodco.com/
Westcoast Wood Slabs
http://www.westcoastwoodslabs.com/
Hinterland Design
http://hinterlanddesign.com/
SSDG Interior
https://www.ssdg.com/company/green-design/
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Surrey New and Used
http://www.surreynewandused.com/
Maple Ridge New and Used
https://mrnu.ca/
Chilliwack New and Used
https://chilliwacknewandused.ca/
Capital Salvage
https://www.capitalsalvage.ca/
Habitat for Humanity
https://www.habitatgv.ca/
Western Reclaimed
https://www.westernreclaimed.com/
Green Coast Rubbish
https://www.greencoastrubbish.com/
Salvage Vancouver
http://salvagevancouver.com/
Naturally crafted
https://naturallycrafted.ca/
Pallucci Furniture
https://www.palluccifurniture.ca/
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Appendix D
Marketing Implementation Schedule
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Appendix E
Marketing Budget
Category

Quantity

Estimated Costs

Estimated
Subtotal

Jan-20
Public Relations
School Kiosks
Table and 2 Posters
Scorecards
Swag

1
3
1,400

Pens
Bags

150
100

$400.00
$333.33
$0.50

$400.00
$1,000.00
$700.00

$1.00
$2.00

$150.00
$200.00
$2,450.00

Public Relations Costs Total
Digital Marketing
Website - Subdomain Creation
Digital Marketing Costs Total

$700.00
$700.00

ESTIMATED MARKETING MONTHLY TOTAL

$3,150.00

Feb-20
Public Relations
BC Home & Garden Show (5 Days)
Swag

1

Pens
Bags

150
100

$1,000.00

$1,000.00

$1.00
$2.00

$150.00
$200.00
$1,350.00

Public Relations Costs Total

ESTIMATED MARKETING MONTHLY TOTAL

$1,350.00

Mar-20
Public Relations
School Kiosks
Swag

1

Pens
Bags

150
100

Public Relations Costs Total

ESTIMATED MARKETING MONTHLY TOTAL

Sep-20
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$400.00

$400.00

$1.00
$2.00

$150.00
$200.00
$750.00

$750.00

Public Relations
School Kiosks
Swag

1

Pens
Bags

150
100

$400.00

$400.00

$1.00
$2.00

$150.00
$200.00
$750.00

Public Relations Costs Total

ESTIMATED MARKETING MONTHLY TOTAL

$750.00

Oct-20
Public Relations
Eco City Summit
Vancouver Home & Design Show (5 Days)
Swag

1
1

Pens
Bags

300
200

Public Relations Costs Total

$400.00
$1,000.00

$400.00
$1,000.00

$1.00
$2.00

$300.00
$400.00
$2,100.00

ESTIMATED MARKETING MONTHLY TOTAL

$2,100.00

ESTIMATED MARKETING GRAND TOTAL

$8,100.00
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